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1.0 COVER LETTER 

 

January 16, 2019 
 
Benjamin Steines 
Winneshiek County Auditor 
201 West Main Street 
Decorah, Iowa 52101 
 
Re: Phase 2: Building Evaluation and Master Stabilization and Rehabilitation Plan 
 
Dear Mr. Steines, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to help you rehabilitate and preserve your beautiful courthouse! I extend my thanks 
to you, Tony Clarke, John Halverson, Dean Thompson and the rest of the Board of Supervisors for your input and 
assistance over the past year and a half. I have sincerely enjoyed my interaction with you all.  I was also 
impressed with the level of documentation the County has compiled, this is especially beneficial for future 
rehabilitation projects as it helps us understand the building. Your dedication to preserving the building is 
apparent in the high level of historic integrity that your courthouse still retains.  
 
We applaud the County for steps taken in recent years to complete much needed building envelope repairs and 
safety improvements. Most of the items noted in the two TAN Reports, conducted by Doug Steinmetz in 2015 
and 2017, have been completed including attic walkways, removing abandoned attic ductwork, new attic 
insulation, roof replacement, and adding a roof hatch for safe access. Other projects like a new lightning 
protection system, rooftop lighting replacement, and lantern window replacement have been completed or will 
be in the near future. While these projects may not be glamorous, they are important to preserving the building – 
although, we have heard of quite the excitement about the colored lighting for the dome! 
 
We are so excited about the County’s interest in preserving this longstanding landmark, often referred to as 
Decorah’s Parthenon, for generations to come. We sincerely hope that this Master Stabilization and 
Rehabilitation Plan will serve as a useful guide in future preservation of this building.  

Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

 
Bethany A. Jordan, AIA, NCARB 
Preservation Architect 
MARTIN GARDNER ARCHITECTURE, P.C. 
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OVERVIEW 

This Building Evaluation and Master Stabilization and Rehabilitation Plan 
documents the findings from our site visits and discussions with County staff and 
the Courthouse Advisory Committee. The document is laid out in the following 
manner: 

2.0  Executive Summary describing the methodology and goals of this 
report, as well as desired outcomes. 

3.0 Historical Overview with a brief building history as well as a 
chronology of renovations and repairs conducted thus far. 

4.0  Building Evaluation with written description and photographs, 
organized into phases. 
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5.0  Annotated Spreadsheet of Work Items with prioritization and 
construction cost estimates. 

6.0 Appendices containing relevant documentation related to the 
building. 

7.0 Technical Reference section containing related Preservation Briefs 
and other in-depth reference material. 

8.0 Rehabilitation incentives with information about potential grant 
programs that may be a good fit. 

The recommendations made in this report are based on ‘The Secretary of the 
Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties’ and the ‘Guidelines for 
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.’ The intent of this Building Evaluation is to provide 
you with the information needed to understand and prioritize repair and 
maintenance items, as well as associated costs to help budget for future 
rehabilitation of the building. It is not intended to provide detailed instructions, 
construction documents or specifications. However, we do make an effort to 
provide enough information for repair or maintenance items that can be 
undertaken by County staff, in an effort to keep costs down.  

 

GOALS + VISION: THE PROJECT ‘WHY’ 

Why undertake a project such as this? The main goal of historic preservation is to 
preserve the built environment for future generations, but the reasons often go 
deeper.  

The Winneshiek County Courthouse is a longstanding landmark – it represents the 
County, and Decorah, on emblems, logos and historic maps. It serves not only as 
a figurative landmark, but a visual landmark as one of the highest points within 
Decorah and the County. Often referred to as ‘Decorah’s Parthenon’ it is a popular 
place for visitors as well as wedding and graduation pictures. 

The courthouse is also an emblem of law and government. This style of architecture 
was often employed for civic buildings. It portrays solidity, strength and showcases 
prosperity. The buildings’ grandiose use of classical forms is meant to instill pride 
and confidence in the institution itself. Maintaining the building as the center of 
county government is a primary goal. 

The materials used to construct this building were not only chosen for beauty, but 
for durability – to withstand the test of time. High quality materials like stone, 
marble, terrazzo, copper and old-growth wood last for centuries, whereas modern 
building materials are lucky to last a few decades. In terms of life-cycle cost and  
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fiscal responsibility - it is often less expensive to repair and maintain these durable 
materials, than to replace them.  

Historic buildings were often built to mitigate and control the outside environment 
by passive (non-mechanical) means such as thermal mass, daylighting and 
ventilation. With modern demands for occupant comfort it is important to consider 
environmental responsibility – maintaining historic buildings keep materials from 
going to landfills, and sensitive energy efficiency upgrades can improve occupant 
comfort while saving energy. Keeping the building’s historic integrity, while 
updating it with modern conveniences, prolongs the useful and functional life of the 
courthouse – so that it can continue to serve its original use. 

 

DESIRED OUTCOMES 

The desired outcomes of this Building Evaluation and Master Stabilization and 
Rehabilitation Plan are: 

• Enable proper stewardship of the courthouse by providing future 
Supervisors and Auditors with the tools for proper maintenance and repair 
of the building. 

• Instill public pride with ongoing advocacy to keep the public aware of 
rehabilitation projects and the building’s importance to the community. 

• Procure more grant funding for rehabilitation projects – most preservation 
grants require a well-documented and well-researched plan of action.  

• Have a plan in place so that future projects can be easily undertaken in the 
coming years, as funds are available. 
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The courthouse, with old jail and chimney of the annex building visible. 

 

The Courthouse is a contributing structure to the Broadway-Phelps Park Historic 
District listed on the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). According to the 
NRHP nomination completed in 1976 the courthouse is described as follows: 

 “Winneshiek County Courthouse (Block 18 of Original Decorah): 1903-04, A.C. 
Kinney-Architect, O.H. Olson-Builder; 3 stories, upper stories made of buff Bedford 
stone, foundation level made of brown Marquette raindrop stone. Roof is slate and 
the dome is covered in copper. The well fitted interior remains relatively unaltered 
and the building is in excellent repair and well maintained.” 

It is important to note that both the old jail and the annex building are contributing 
structures to the NRHP district. The old jail is described as follows: 

“Winneshiek County Jail (N.W. corner, intersection W. Broadway & Winnebago 
Street): 1878, 2 stories with a block foundation, the walls are covered with ivory 
colored stucco. The low pitched gable roof is covered with red asphalt shingles;  
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wide plain eaves and a narrow painted cornice top the walls. The windows 
feature stone semi-segmental arches. The upper rooms which serve as cells have 
iron exterior bars covering their windows; this iron matches the “widow’s walk” 
fence on the roof of the building. The jail has served as county sheriff’s residence 
also. The building is in fair to good condition and is well maintained.” 

The annex building, contributing, is described as follows: 

“Winneshiek County Sheriff’s Office (Block 18 of Original Decorah): 1969, this 
cement block structure with a brick façade and flat roof is built on top of the 
foundation of an earlier structure built to supply heat for the Courthouse in c. 
1910. It contains a towering red brick chimney on the southeast corner. The 
building continues to be used as a heating plant and is in good condition with 
excellent maintenance.”  
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RENOVATION AND REPAIRS CHRONOLOGY 
 

1957 • New wood framed roof built over existing concrete roof structure. 
1974 • New aluminum windows installed throughout building. 

By 1984 • Significant floor plan changes in place, mostly on 1st floor. 
1984/85 • Elevator installed. 

1987 • Roof replacement. 
1990/91 • Renovation to 2nd and 3rd floors including plaster repair, art glass dome 

cleaning and covering/scaffolding, mural and paint color restoration 
financed partially by an HRDP grant. 

Mid 1990’s • Courthouse exterior cleaning project and sealing of stone. 
1999 • Exterior masonry repointed (not including clock tower) and roof replacement. 
2000 • Jail moved to a new facility off courthouse campus. 

Since 2007 • ONGOING – Masonry repointing every couple of years in phases for 
specific areas as needed. 

2011 • ThoroSeal product applied on various areas of tower and promenade. 
2011/12 • Clocks repaired. 
2014/15 • Ceramic tile floor installed on lowest level. 

June 2015 • TAN visit and assessment from Doug Steinmetz (see Appendix 5). 
Early 2017 • Roof leak from ice dam in membrane roofing causes significant damage in 

main courtroom. 
March 2017 • TAN visit and assessment from Doug Steinmetz (see Appendix 6). 

Fall 2017 • Krause Konstruction soldered holes and rivited open seams in copper dome. 
December 2017 • Whole building asbestos testing completed (see Appendix 2). 

2018 • Roof replacement of main roof and both balconies, lightning protection 
system replaced, rooftop lighting replaced, attic insulation replaced, attic 
walkways constructed and abandoned ductwork removed. 

2018/19 • Master Stabilization and Rehabilitation Plan and Building Assessment. 
2019 • Lantern window replacement including base of wall flashing, tower access 

ladders replaced. 
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This building assessment report includes items we have discussed, as well as additional items noticed 
during the site visits conducted over the past 16 months. Work items requiring attention and correction 
are described below, and in the attached Spreadsheet of Work Items with associated opinion of 
probable costs. 

The recommendations made in this report are based on ‘The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the 
Treatment of Historic Properties’ and the ‘Guidelines for Rehabilitating Historic Buildings.’ The intent of 
this Report is to provide you with the information needed to understand and prioritize repair and 
renovation projects. It is not intended to provide detailed instructions, construction documents or 
specifications, and may not address all possible repair methods.  

The work items are organized by recommended phases that prioritize where work should be done first. 
Within the phases, priorities are given based on potential damage to, or loss of, valuable historic 
features and finishes. For example, finishes that are historically significant or hard to replace are given a 
‘high’ prioritization for their maintenance and repair. Issues pertaining to water intrusion are also given a 
‘high’ prioritization due to their potential to damage the building.  All building envelope issues should be 
finished before proceeding to any interior finish work, like plaster repair, to avoid rework. 

 

CHARACTER DEFINING FEATURES, FABRIC AND FINISHES 

Preservation Brief 17 – Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to Preserving their 
Character states that “character-defining elements include the overall shape of a the building, its 
materials, craftsmanship, decorative details, interior spaces and features, as well as the various aspects 
of its site and environment. In short, nearly every aspect of the Courthouse is character defining.  

Some character defining features are obvious – ornate decorative plaster, the interior art glass dome, the 
exterior copper dome, terrazzo flooring with inlaid mosaic, carved wood reliefs, eagle statuary, 
decorative cast iron railings, painted murals, marble – the list goes on and on. Most people understand 
the need to preserve these highly visible, important features. 

      
Decorative plaster             Inlaid mosaic            Carved wood relief       
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Metal railing             Painted mural and art glass dome             Copper dome/flashing, eagle statuary, clocks 
 
Other character defining features may be less obvious – flat plaster walls, floor plan layout, windows, 
wood trim, concrete flooring, furniture, light fixtures, steel shutters, even toilet paper holders and original 
plumbing fixtures. Sometimes, although not in the case of this building, asbestos containing materials like 
flooring or siding can be character defining. These less obvious features are most often the ones treated 
inappropriately, removed or altered – but they are worthy of preservation and sensitive rehabilitation.  

      
Original casework     Steel interior shutters Marble and wood toilet partitions        Spiral staircase     

    
Light fixture            Original furniture                 Toilet paper holder      Picture rail 
 
Specific preservation and repair recommendations for these features are discussed further on in this 
report. 
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PHASE 1: BUILDING ENVELOPE 

Copper Dome – High Priority 
• The dome is supported with structural steel and wood forms clad in copper. The copper work is 

beautifully detailed, with an ornate ‘crown’ resting near the top and the seams are welded (as 
opposed to riveted). Originally, a flag pole was on the top and a hatch in the side allowed the 
flag to be raised or lowered.  

• The County took photos with a drone in 2017, which is an invaluable tool to see the exterior 
condition of hard to access areas such as this. When Krause Konstruction out of LaCrosse, WI did 
some repair work on the dome in fall of 2017, they suggested that extensive metal work be done 
within the next ten years. The drone photos confirm that there are numerous suspicious areas 
where the copper is worn thin or seams have pulled apart and water is likely entering. During 
lightning protection work on the dome, conducted late summer 2018, a serious issue was noticed 
on the NW side where the copper has pulled away exposing deteriorated wood framing below.  

• In the short term, a skilled metal contractor should carefully check for open seams or holes and 
repair them following “Metals in America’s Historic Buildings: Uses and Preservation Treatments” 
(related excerpts are included in Appendix 4). It is important to note that solder patching is 
generally not recommended, as it is a short term solution – it has a different coefficient of 
expansion than the copper and will eventually break away. However, if used the solder should be 
composed of 50% pig lead and 50% block tin and applied using a noncorrosive rosin flux. It is 
also recommended to have a skilled metal contractor do an inspection at least every other year 
until the dome is fully replaced, to keep the dome watertight. 

• In the long term (within approx. 10 years) wholesale replacement of the copper is likely required. 
Typical lifespan of a copper dome like this is 100-125 years.  However, replacement should only 
happen after it is determined that repair is no longer feasible. Old copper contains a higher 
percentage of pure copper and often lasts longer compared to new, which is comprised of more 
alloys. Some wood forms underneath the copper will likely need replaced. It is vital that the new 
copper work match the old in weight, configuration and temper/hardness – especially the 
detailed ‘crown’.  

    
Dome from above, new lightning protection   Solder patch and ‘crown’       Open seam on northwest side, deteriorated wood 
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West side of dome, suspicious areas     Original plans showing dome details  
 
 
Copper Detailing and Statuary – High Priority 

• Each of the four corners of the tower have a copper eagle perched atop a stone sphere. The 
northwest eagle lost a talon, which the County has stored. To determine the composition of metal, 
a piece can be taken to a metal scrap business where they often have a scanning ‘gun’ that can 
tell what a metal is comprised of. The eagles appear to be copper coated in an alloy – approx. 
95% copper, 3% zinc, with a small percentage of iron and lead.   

• The eagles are a popular place for turkey vultures to perch, resulting in large deposits of 
droppings. The County is also concerned that steel wire has been used to secure parts of the 
eagles, resulting in galvanic corrosion. One solution is to temporarily remove the eagles to have 
them carefully cleaned and repaired by a metal conservator, and resecured with copper (or an 
appropriate alloy) attachment methods. The eagles could potentially be cleaned, repaired and 
resecured in place, but care would need to be taken to not damage adjacent materials. If the 
eagles are cleaned, copper spikes could be added to the head and tops of wings to deter the 
birds from perching and staining the statues.  

• A copper stone cap is missing on the northwest corner near the clock, this should have a new, 
matching piece of copper patched back in by a skilled metal contractor. 

• Throughout the exterior of the building there are copper caps that cover the horizontal joints in the 
stone. Most appear to have recently had the joints cleaned and new sealant properly applied for 
a watertight joint. However, the joint caps on the roof parapet, near the membrane have had a 
fluid applied sealant brushed over the cap and adjacent stone, in an attempt to waterproof them. 
This is not a recommended treatment as it can never be properly removed or repaired without 
damaging the stone and copper. When the waterproofing cracks over time, the only way to keep 
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watertight is to keep applying coat on top of coat, resulting in a caked-on mess that can’t be 
removed. 

     
NW corner missing copper & eagle  Back of eagle        Proper joint caps     Improper joint caps             
 
 
Flat Seamed Copper Roofing - High Priority 

• The promenade around the lantern windows has flat-seamed copper roofing. There has been 
concerns that water may be entering through the roofing. When the seams were checked to see if 
they were open (by sliding paper in apparent gaps) only 2 small areas were found where the 
paper could penetrate, and in both cases the paper didn’t go in far.  

• Usually the flat seamed copper sheets interlock and then are soldered, so water may not even be 
penetrating the interlocked seam and getting underneath. Ideally, a skilled metal contractor 
should solder these areas.  

• One or two areas were noticed where it appeared something had pierced the copper sheet. 
These should also be carefully solder patched by a skilled metal contractor, but the holes will 
need to be checked regularly to make sure the patch has not failed.  

• At this time, the copper roofing seems in great shape overall. If properly maintained and 
repaired, it could last another 25+ years. If the roofing does need replaced in the future, it is 
recommended to replace with copper to match existing. Most modern roofing materials cannot 
come close to the durability and longevity of copper.  

    
Overall view of copper roofing                Hole in copper sheet         Gap in soldered joint 
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Tower Access - High Priority 
• Access to the promenade (lantern level) is relatively easy and safe, although there are a few low 

head height areas. Access from there up gets quite a bit trickier. Access from the lantern level to 
the clock level is via a thin steel ladder with widely spaced rungs that flexes and bounces during 
use. There is a fixed wood ladder from the clock level to the louver (bell) level, but that ladder 
feels a bit rickety as well. There is a wood ladder that can be propped up (not fixed) to get from 
the louver level to the highest level in the copper dome.    

• The best option would be to replace all 3 ladders with steel ships ladders. The longest ladder will 
be required from the lantern level to the clock level. It will likely need to be custom and should 
have side railings after 80” above the lantern level (for head clearance). It should be welded to 
the existing structural steel for stability where possible. It may even be desirable to add a Personal 
Fall Arrest System to this ladder, because of the fall height.  

• Safe and stable ladders are vital for proper maintenance of these hard-to-access areas. Regular 
access by maintenance staff – approx. 2x per year in spring and fall – helps identify problems or 
needed repairs before additional damage may result.  

   
Thin steel ladder to clock     Ladder & access from clock level to louver level   Louver/bell level looking to dome access hatch 
 
 
Tower Louvers - High Priority 

• The louvers appear to be in fine shape, however the screening on the inside is torn on numerous 
louvers – about 5 of them are missing screens entirely. Screens are important to keep birds, bats, 
and their associated feces (which is considered hazardous) out of the tower. The damaged and 
missing screens should be replaced with metal screening. 

• It appears that expanding spray foam was used around the openings of the louvers, as some is 
visible from the outside and the inside. Expanding foam should be avoided as it can displace 
softer materials like stucco and plaster. It is also nearly impossible to remove from stone and 
brick. Since it is already in place there is no need to correct, but backer rod (or neoprene 
gasketing for larger gaps) and sealant is the recommended method.  
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Louvers missing screens            Expanding spray foam visible          Louvers from outside 
 
 
Clocks - High Priority 

• The clock was installed in 1904 by the Century Tower Clock Company from Michigan. Originally 
it was wound once a day by prisoners from the county jail. At some point an electric motor was 
installed, but it failed to keep accurate time and was unplugged in 1978. The clock did not work 
again until a major restoration project was done around 2011/2012. This included replacing the 
damaged clock faces as well as the clock mechanism. The original clock mechanism was left in 
place but no longer controls the clock.  

• The new clock mechanism doesn’t require much maintenance. Daylight savings time changes are 
done automatically by a computer and it does not require oil changes. Occasionally, the hands 
on the clock get pushed ahead or behind time due to high winds. This requires County staff to 
adjust the clock hands by carefully loosening a bolt on a ½” shaft on a turn buckle, adjusting the 
hands, and then retightening the bolt. Currently, Americlock, Inc. out of St. Louis services the clock 
when needed – most recently in 2015 when a component burnt out from a power surge. 

    
Overall exterior view                 Clock face prior to restoration              Clock face post restoration 
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Exterior Masonry - High Priority 
• According to the NRHP nomination, the masonry on the building is buff Bedford stone on the 

upper stories, with brown Marquette raindrop stone on the lower story. The Bedford stone is 
smooth cut with articulated bands and a classical cornice with dentils, egg and dart detailing. The 
raindrop stone is mostly rough cut stone, with smooth cut banding.  

• The raindrop stone appears to be fairly soft, it may even be a type of sandstone. Various areas 
were observed with serious spalling. These were mostly relegated to window sills and at the very 
bottom where the stone is near sidewalks and the parking lot. I suspect that the spalling near 
sidewalks and the parking lot is due to snow being piled up against the stone and/or ice melt. 
Snow should never be piled up near the stone - even piles of leaves can hold moisture against the 
stone and eventually cause spalling. Ice melt should be avoided if possible and sand used instead 
for slippery sidewalks – poultry grit or chipped granite are other options as well. The window sill 
deterioration is likely due to natural events (rain and snow). Unfortunately, there is no 
recommended method to prevent further spalling on the sills. 

• A stone (or cast stone/concrete) door sill near the northwest corner of the building is severely 
deteriorated and should be replaced. There is water staining and mineral deposits under a 
hosebib on the south west side. The hosebib should be checked to ensure it is not leaking and 
when used, the water should not be allowed to spray on the stone.  

• Overall, the mortar joints are in good condition. The County stated that repointing work was done 
on the top half of the courthouse (above the roof) recently. There are some areas, mostly on the 
raindrop stone, where deteriorated joints were observed. These should be repointed to prevent 
water from penetrating the cavity and deteriorating interior finishes. Mortar testing should be 
conducted for each type of masonry so that composition and color can be matched exactly. 

• All masonry repair and repointing should follow Preservation Brief 2 - Repointing Mortar Joints in 
Historic Buildings. It is important to repoint joints with a mortar that is ‘softer’ than the stone, often 
lime based as opposed to cement based. If a hard, cement based mortar is used it can cause 
spalling. When moisture tries to escape the wall, if the mortar is too dense and hard it can make 
its path through the softer, old stone and ‘spall’ the front off exposing the soft underbody. 

• The County was recently considering power washing of the Courthouse. In most cases, cleaning 
although well intentioned, causes more harm than benefit. Power washing can cause significant 
damage, especially to soft or spalling stone and where open mortar joints are present. A letter, 
attached as Appendix 3, discusses cleaning methods and hazards in greater depth. Preservation 
Brief 1 – Assessing Cleaning and Water-Repellent Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings also 
has more information related to cleaning masonry. At this time I do not recommend cleaning of 
any masonry on the Courthouse. 
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Deteriorated masonry joints              Leaves holding moisture against stone Deteriorated stone door sill 

  
Water staining by hosebib    Spalling on window sill                         Spalling near parking lot 

 

Windows – High Priority 
• Most of the original wood, double hung windows appear to have been replaced around 1974 

with anodized aluminum, insulated windows with Mapes panels at the top. The lantern windows 
appear to be the original wood windows with a system of aluminum channels and glass 
laminated to the wood window, making an unusual storm window of sorts.  The windows were 
likely painted black, as evidenced by the remaining lantern windows and historic photos. Most of 
the windows were one-over-one, with corners of the building having two-over-two, as shown in 
historic photos. It is interesting that the original plans do not show the two-over-two windows. 

• The current windows do not appear to be allowing water to enter as this time, however most of 
the seals have failed. Some windows have a foggy appearance. One window in the basement 
does appear to have some water damage on the interior sill that may be due to leaks around the 
window. Most windows are still operable, but some require much effort to open. A few have duct 
tape holding parts together. 

• A window replacement project should be undertaken, perhaps within 5 years. It could wait 
longer, as most appear watertight still, but you generally do not want to wait until water 
infiltration is evident – as by then significant damage to plaster and wood trim can result. At a 
minimum, the sealant around the outside of the Veterans Affairs office window should be checked 
and recaulked if necessary.  

• The replacement project will be a good opportunity to return to a more appropriate, historic look. 
New windows do not need to be wood, like the originals, but should have a painted finish – such 
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as aluminum with a high-quality, baked in black paint finish. Anodized or shiny finishes should 
not be used, and the window profile and arrangement should be as similar to the original as 
possible, using available documentation (plans and historic photographs).  

• When the window replacement project is undertaken, more asbestos testing will need to be done 
beforehand. Window sealant was tested on a few windows that came back positive for asbestos. 
It does not necessarily mean that abatement will have to be done, but it is probably best to 
include cost for abatement in the intial project budget. 

        
Typical interior view of windows       DeVAC window system         Water damage on sill of Veterans Affairs office

        
Window seals failing        Lantern window      Fogged window section  
    
 
Decorative Metal Ceiling – Medium Priority 

• The ceiling of the front portico has what appears to be pressed or stamped metal ceiling tiles. It 
appears to have a fair amount of soiling and potentially some rusting. It is not clear whether the 
soiling is cobwebs and dirt that could be removed with a soft, bristle brush – or something else 
requiring another cleaning method. It is also possible that the ceiling is another material entirely, 
such as exterior plaster/stucco, painted wood, or stone. A closer inspection, probably with a lift 
or scaffolding, is required. 

• Assuming the ceiling is metal, it should be carefully cleaned with a soft, bristle brush, perhaps 
wiped down with a damp cloth, and primed and repainted with a high quality, compatible paint. 
Power washing should NOT be used as it could accelerate rusting and drive water into joints and 
behind the tiles.  
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Portico ceiling                          Close up view of soiling and potential rusting 
 

Exterior Lighting - Medium Priority 
• The original north entrance has 4 original light fixtures – two wall sconces flanking the entrance 

doors, and two lamp posts flanking the base of the steps. The light fixtures appear to be copper 
painted black and may have originally been gas lit. The sconces no longer work and are missing 
their circular, frosted glass cover. The lamp posts still work and originally had 4 lamp arms with a 
central taller lamp – only the central lamp remains but the holes for the lamp arms are still visible. 

• The sconces likely have old wiring and should be rewired, if it is desirable to make them light 
again. It would be nice to replace the glass in the sconces, but it may be hard to find glass that 
fits or have it made. A viable alternative could be using a flexible frosted plastic sheet that might 
be easier to fabricate. Rewiring should be relatively uncomplicated and could be done by a local 
licensed electrician. The paint, or black finish, should not be removed unless done by a lighting 
restoration company, as it could irreversibly damage the metal.  

• For the lamp posts, it may be desirable to have new lamp arms fabricated to restore them to an 
original appearance. However, this requires a very specialized skill that may be hard to find. 
There are companies that do this sort of restoration work that can be found online. Given that the 
main globe is intact and still lights, the main priority should be fixing the sconces. If a company 
can be found and budget allows, the lamp arms could be added in the future.  

    
Original wall sconce  Lamp post top, arm holes   Lamp post base              1904 photo showing lights 
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Grounds and Landscaping – Medium/Low Priority 
• Overall, the County has done a good job keeping hard, impervious surfaces away from the 

building perimeter. Most sides have a couple feet of gravel or grass directly next to the stone, 
which is vital for water drainage and prolonging the life of the raindrop stone. One area on the 
southeast side does have pavement poured right up to the stone. While it appears to be sloping 
away from the building properly, when a future pavement project comes up, a couple feet gap (of 
gravel, etc.) should be maintained like the rest of the building. 

• It has been noted that the north side of the parking lot has a less-than-desirable view from the 
sidewalk. One option is to plant a row of tall prairie grass, such as purple fountain grass, or an 
evergreen hedge – although the evergreen hedge will take more time to grow and more 
maintenance. Vegetation should never be planted directly next to the building, as it holds moisture 
against the stone and can attract wood damaging insects. 

• The condensers for the split system HVAC units have also been noted to be a bit unsightly. Given 
the small space in some locations, plantings likely would not work. A better option would be a 
privacy fence to screen the units. A gate may need to be added for maintenance access.  

• A comprehensive landscaping plan is recommended to address these items of concern in a 
holistic manner. 

    
North side of parking lot                       Split system condensers        Good grassy area for drainage 
 
 
Turkey Vultures – Medium/Low Priority 

• During the warmer months of the year, turkey vultures are regularly perched on the tower. One of 
their favorite spots are the heads of the copper eagles, as evidenced by the feces staining the 
statues. Other than staining the copper eagles and stone, it is debatable if they are causing harm 
to the building. However, all bird feces is considered hazardous and should only be cleaned 
while wearing proper protective equipment. Turkey vultures are protected under the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act of 1918, so it is illegal to kill them – and it can be very hard to deter them from 
perching somewhere.  

• The method recommended by the Iowa DNR is to hang effigies – dead turkey vultures – in the 
area to keep them away. This requires a Federal Migratory Bird Depredation permit, and the 
logistics of hanging the effigies somewhere on the tower could be quite hard, getting them to stay 
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in place with high winds and for the rotting carcass to not fall down. Other methods found online 
are doubtful to work – hanging shiny objects, playing the sound of a great horned owl, spraying 
with water – especially given the birds were observed in a hard downpour of rain that didn’t 
seem to bother them at all.  

• The best solution to keeping the birds from staining the statues with their droppings is to add 
copper spikes to the statues as discussed previously. It would be nearly impossible to stop them 
from perching on the tower altogether. Also, the County noted that the vultures haven’t always 
perched here. It could be that in future years they move elsewhere and the problem resolves itself.  

   
Turkey vultures on tower                          
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PHASE 2: BUILDING INTERIOR 

 
Ornamental Plaster – High Priority 

• Above the dropped ceiling of the main courtroom is a hidden treasure – a coffered ceiling with 
elaborate cornice of dentils, egg and dart detailing, and corbeling. The dropped ceiling and 
associated HVAC may have been added at the time of the window replacement in 1974 or 
shortly after – as this was common “energy efficient” upgrades of the time. The rotunda boasts 
coffered arches with rosettes and eagles festooned in garland – all made of plaster. Some water 
damaged plaster in the rotunda was repaired as part of the 1991 HRDP grant project.   

• The courtroom ceiling has, over time, been plagued by water damage from roof leaks. The most 
severe damage seems relegated to the southeast corner, other areas spotted throughout the room 
appear less severe. The southeast corner has an internal drain line, feeding from the roof drain 
directly above, that has likely caused much of the water intrusion over the past 115 years. As part 
of the 2018 roof replacement project, all four roof drain lines were replaced from the roof down 
to just above the 2nd floor ceiling. The drain lines were also scoped with a camera as far as 
possible, and no other leaks were found. It is assumed that the water issues related to this area 
are now resolved and plaster repair could begin, if desired. 

• The majority of the courtroom ceiling plaster, especially the flat plaster, is in good shape. There 
are a large amount of small holes through the plaster for the supports of the suspended ceiling. 
Original suspended light fixture locations are visible in the center of each coffer. If the dropped 
ceiling is removed, new light fixtures and HVAC will be required. This provides an opportunity to 
update to energy efficient and historically appropriate lighting, as well as HVAC which is 
discussed in a subsequent section of the report.  

• The decorative plaster in the rotunda also shows signs of water damage in various places, as well 
as signs of previous repairs. Most of the damage shows at the bottom corners of each of the four 
arches surrounding the art glass dome. In the 2015 TAN report, Doug Steinmetz thought this to 
be due to water intrusion, from any numerous leaking areas above, using the structural steel as a 
pathway leading down to these 4 areas. During the roof replacement project, sitting water was 
observed below the lantern windows (above this area of the rotunda). It was determined that 
water was likely getting in around the lantern windows and underneath the flashing of the 
promenade. This should be remedied with the lantern window replacement project, currently 
under construction.  

• It is worth noting that the true source of water intrusion can sometimes be hard to find. Even a 
small opening in the copper dome could allow water to enter and follow a myriad of pathways to 
various parts of the building. Plaster can also be a bit deceptive, as it usually takes a long period 
of time for water to work through the 1”+ thickness. Some leaks do not become visible until many 
years after the original leak, whereas modern day gypsum board swells very quickly after coming 
into contact with water. Repairs to the copper dome should precede any plaster repair work.  

• Ornamental plaster repair should follow Preservation Brief 23 – Preserving Historic Ornamental 
Plaster. It is vital to have a skilled plaster contractor, experienced with ornamental plaster do the 
repair work. These contractors may be hard to find locally, but larger cities like Chicago or 
Minneapolis likely have plasterers trained in ornamental repair. 
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Courtroom, SE corner at drain line                   Courtroom, extreme SE corner   Rotunda water damage 

  
Rotunda water damage       Courtroom, N end               Courtroom, N end, minor damage visible 

 
Flat Plaster – Medium/Low Priority 

• Throughout the building, most of the flat plaster is in great shape. Minor surface coat and/or 
paint cracking or bubbling was noted in a handful of rooms, with just a few areas requiring more 
substantial patching. These areas are mostly in the basement, near the base of the walls, and is 
likely due to deteriorated masonry joints on the exterior and/or snow being piled up on the 
exterior walls.  

• Some areas of plaster damage are located on the 2nd floor, near each of the internal drain lines 
from the roof. The most substantial of this damage, in the very northwestern office, has already 
been repaired after a leak during the roof replacement. The other areas are very minor, other 
than in the courtroom (discussed under ornamental plaster). 

• Historic plaster is unique from modern gypsum board (drywall) in that it can get wet and dry out 
without requiring replacement. It is also much more resistant to mold than gypsum board, so it is 
important to keep original plaster where possible and repair with like materials. 

• All damaged areas of plaster should be repaired, but only after all exterior building envelope 
issues are remedied. All plaster repair should follow Preservation Brief 21 – Repairing Historic 
Flat Plaster Walls and Ceilings. Historically, plaster was finished smooth and did not have a 
texture. Some areas in the building have had a textured coat applied, probably to minimize fine 
cracking. Ideally, texture should not be applied to plaster, but any patching done in already 
textured areas should match the adjacent surfaces.  
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• Because most of the damaged areas of flat plaster are in non-public spaces, this repair could 
easily wait until after more ‘high impact’ repair projects are done. 

   
Treasurer’s vault,            Engineering office, top coat cracking           Eng. dept, bubbling       2nd fl NW office, now repaired 
 
 
Art Glass Dome – High Priority 

• The rotunda is capped with beautiful art glass dome. As part of the 1991 HRDP project, the art 
glass was cleaned and new halogen lights (energy efficient for the time) were added. Prior to the 
cleaning, the lantern area above this area was a pigeon roost and the dome was covered with 
droppings. A protective cover and scaffolding was put over top of it to assist with the cleaning 
process as well as protect it from future droppings/debris. Reflective faced insulation was added 
on the inside of the cover to reflect light around for better illumination. 

• One of my main concerns about the cover related to heat and how hot it could get between the 
dome and the cover. If it gets too hot, the heat can melt the lead came and can eventually cause 
buckling – a disasterous outcome for a dome like this. At my request, a thermometer was added 
and the temperature has been monitered over the past year. The readings show that, regardless 
of the outside temperature, inside the dome cover is typically between 70 to 80 degrees F – see 
Appendix 1. This should not be hot enough to damage the came, but these results should be 
shared with a stained glass conservator for verification. 

• The County had mentioned the desire to potentially remove the cover and daylight the dome as it 
was originally. After looking through the documentation related to ’91 HRDP project and doing 
more investigation, I think it is better to leave the cover on for a couple reasons.  

o The cover was created partially as scaffolding to assist with cleaning, it is assumed that it 
would also help with future cleanings or repairs when required. 

o The stairs to the lantern and promenade are supported, or at a minimum braced for 
rigidity, by the plywood cover. Removing the cover would perhaps require some 
reconstruction of the stairs. 

o The cover is protecting the glass from debris from above. While pigeons have been 
eradicated and are no longer a concern, the glass will certainly get dusty/dirty more 
quickly without the cover – requiring cleaning more often. 

• If daylighting the dome is still desired, certain parts of the plywood cover could be replaced with 
plexiglass sections, but should be done carefully to not compromise the scaffolding. 

• A good upgrade would be to replace the halogen lights with new LED lighting. LEDs produce very 
little heat and could be much brighter than the current lights to better illuminate the dome as seen 
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from below. The drivers for the LED lights can get hot, however, and should be kept outside of the 
cover. 

    
Dome from below                  Inside the cover                          Stair to lantern supported on cover  
 
    
Furniture and Casework – High Priority 

• The courthouse has a unique asset rarely seen in buildings of this age – original furniture. Chairs, 
high stools, desks, rolling carts, toilet paper holders, chalkboards, metal cabinets and shelving 
that are original and have been in use for 114 years – a true testament to craftsmanship and 
quality materials. These items are extremely valuable and should be preserved in use in the 
courthouse for as long as possible. Modern furniture and casework created today are lucky to 
stand 10 years of use, much less over 100.  

• As space and technology needs change over the years, it is important to keep these items.  
Usually, modern needs can be accomodated without removal of these features. Occasionally, a 
drastic space reconfiguration is needed for function within a room – for example, the Treasurer’s 
office and driver’s license station. These changes are vital to the continued use of the building. 
Whenever possible, original casework should be reconfigured to meet the new need. When not 
possible, the casework could be moved to a new location within the building or at a minimum, 
stored somewhere so that if future needs change, they can be reinstalled. 

• The County did note that the public seating area of the main courtroom is not original furniture - 
they are pews from a church near Ossian.  

      
Original cabinets and tables         Stool  Desk               Chair     
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Rolling cart                     Desk                             Toilet paper holder            Casework 
 
 
HVAC System – High Priority 

• Heat for the courthouse is supplied from two boilers in the basement of the annex building that 
run through steam tunnels underground below the basement of the courthouse. These tunnels are 
accessed by manhole covers in the lowest level. All of the radiators in the courthouse appear to 
be modern replacement fin tube radiators, no original radiators were observed. The building may 
not have originally had any radiators, the plans show mostly venting and ductwork within walls 
and in the attic – perhaps an early forced air system or one that relied on passive methods (IE, 
heat rises). There is some supplemental heating supplied by ductless mini-split systems on the 3rd 
floor, but most of the ductless mini-splits only supply cooling.  

• Cooling/AC for the courthouse is supplied mostly by ductless mini-split systems throughout the 
building. The main courtroom has cooling supplied by a large forced air system, which is 
mentioned to be quite loud when running. This system uses some ductwork with an open plenum. 

• The area to the north of the main courtroom also has cooling supplied by a forced air system. The 
ductwork is run above the ceiling in the attic space.  

• The courtroom HVAC system appears to be quite old and may need replaced within a few years. 
This system, along with the dropped ceiling, drastically affected the character of the courtroom by 
covering it’s ‘crowning glory’ – the coffered plaster ceiling. When the courtroom cooling system is 
replaced, the new system should be run in a way that doesn’t adversely affect the rooms 
character. Ductwork could easily be run in the attic space above the ceiling, with low profile slot 
diffusers that can be nearly hidden within the decorative plaster ceiling. There may be other 
viable, appropriate options. Whatever approach is taken, the system must be carefully and 
thoughtfully designed to be minimally intrusive - refer to Preservation Brief 24 – Heating, 
Ventilating, and Cooling Historic Buildings – Problems and Recommended Approaches.  
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Typical ductless mini-split        Fin tube radiator in main courtroom   Ductwork above lay-in ceiling, courtroom 

   
Ductwork in attic                Mechanical unit serving courtroom on balcony  Mini-split system condensers 

 
Electrical System – High Priority 

• Overall, the electrical througout the building appears relatively new and up to code (or 
grandfathered in based on existing conditions). Maintenance staff have not had any issues with 
breakers tripping or items shorting out.  

• Over the past years, the County has been upgrading most of the office lighting to new LED 
lighting, which is nearly complete. This a great way to improve light levels and energy efficiency. 

• During the roof replacement project, work in the attic disturbed one of the original light fixtures 
over the main stairway. When repair was attempted, it was determined that the wiring in the 
fixture was old and required rewiring to be able to safely hook it back up to power. There are 
likely other original light fixtures with this same issue. It is recommended to bring in a licensed 
electrican to check all original fixtures. Then, if rewiring is needed it can be undertaken in phases 
or as budget allows. The original light fixtures are character defining features and should be kept 
and repaired when required. Rewiring old fixtures is not hard to do and can be done by any 
licensed electrician. Now there are even LED light bulbs that look like ‘edison’ style bulbs, so even 
old fixtures can be made more energy efficient.  

• Lighting in the main courtroom is controlled off a breaker that is not near any entrance to the 
room. If/when the dropped ceiling is removed and the lighting replaced, that would be a good 
time to update the controls to more typical switches.  

• Running new electrical in historic buildings can often be tricky. A good practice is running surface 
mounted, thin profile wire mold painted to match the wall surface so it blends in – thus avoiding 
cutting into historic plaster. These should be run as inconspicuous as possible, along the top of 
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baseboard and in corners. Care should be taken not to cut into historic trim though, as observed 
in some areas of the courthouse. In some cases, electrical may be able to be run in wall cavities 
or chases. The courthouse does have some abandoned ventilation chases that run through all 
floors that could be used in some instances. In summary, any time new electrical is placed the 
route taken should be the least intrusive and considered carefully prior to placement. 

    
Electrical cut through wood trim     Old wiring at stairway light   Stairway light, original           Original light fixture, 2nd floor 

      
Electrical panels                            Panel & switches for courtroom 

 
Plumbing System and Restrooms – High Priority 

• Most of the restrooms throughout the building have been modernized over the years with new 
flooring or plumbing fixtures, but some retain historic elements that should be preserved and 
maintained. The large mens restroom on the first floor has the original marble stall partitions, as 
well as what may be the original urinals and toilets with updated piping modifications and new 
toilet seats. The marble partitions have a chalky appearance and not the typical lustrous, shiny 
surface as observed elsewhere in the building. They may have been cleaned with harsh cleaners 
over the years that have etched the marble. The marble may need to be waxed or re-sealed to 
return it to is lustrous shine, but more investigation is needed beforehand to determine why it is 
hazy and then provide a recommended repair method. In the interim, the marble should be 
retained and only cleaned with water when needed. 

• Most of the small single toilet rooms dispersed throughout the building have been modernized as 
well, but a few still have the original terrazzo and inlaid mosaic flooring and/or original sinks. 
The terrazzo floors are extremely durable and should not be covered with modern tile. Where 
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possible, original sinks and fixtures should be maintained and repaired as needed, in lieu of 
replacement. 

• Overall there appears to be adequate ADA accessible restrooms – while perhaps not up to 
current ADA standards they are likely code compliant based on the time of installation. Currently, 
there is no big need for any major restroom remodels, but it may be desirable sometime in the 
future to update ADA restrooms to current accessibility requirements. The large mens restroom 
would be a good candidate for a sensitive remodel project. Usually, marble partitions can be 
reconfigured to accommodate a handicapped stall and the partitions could be restored at that 
time. More appropriate sinks, meeting ADA standards, could be added among other upgrades. 

    
Terrazzo flooring, original sink     Original urinals w/new piping     Marble partitions and original toilet 
 

Floor Plan Changes Over Time – High/Medium Priority 
• In the 114 years the courthouse has been in use, various changes have been made to the original 

floor plan. These sorts of floor plan changes are not uncommon as building use and space needs 
change over the years. It is important for buildings to be able to accommodate changes to 
continue to function as a useful home for County government. Many times, if buildings are not 
adaptable, or seen as un-adaptable, they are sadly abandoned or torn down for new buildings. 
One of the main goals of this report is to preserve the useful life of the courthouse and prevent 
loss of this important historic landmark. When floor plan changes are required, they should be 
done as sensitively as possible to minimize loss or damage of historic features, fabric and 
finishes. The changes should also be done in a way that is reversible, so that if needs change 
again it can be removed and returned to the original layout.   

• The most significant changes have occurred in the first floor where many offices were added as 
the County grew and departments were added. One of the original vaults was turned into the 
drafting room with the metal stairs removed and the access hole in the second floor filled in.  

• The historic grand entry was closed and the main entry point moved to the west side of the 
building on the first floor. This was likely done in an effort to imporove security and safety. This 
change drastically effects how the building is experienced and the first impression the courthouse 
makes on visitors. While shutting down the historic main entrance is generally not recommended, 
it does provide the benefit of protecting the historic wood doors, marble steps and terrazzo from 
deterioration due to snow and salt during the winter months. If the historic entry cannot be the 
main point of entry all the time, another option is to have it open on special occasions – during 
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Nordic Fest, historic tours or other special times - to allow visitors to experience the courthouse as 
it was originally intended. 

• The current main entry on the first floor has been modified to accommodate storage and is quite 
small and congested. The storage walls also obscure historic interior windows of the vestibule 
entry. County staff mentioned that these storage rooms are not well used and likely not needed. A 
good solution would be to remove the non-original walls to make the entry more inviting and 
open. New flooring may be needed, or perhaps the original cement tile could be exposed if in 
good condition. There are some large exposed piping and data cables that may need tidied up, 
but the more open space, even with exposed piping would be a better first impression. Overall, 
this should be a relatively small project that wouldn’t be too hard to accomplish.  

• Another floor plan change that has adversely affected the character of the building is the addition 
of the mechanical equipment room in the main courtroom. Removing it would require a larger, 
more involved project that should likely be undertaken with replacement of the cooling system, 
removal of the dropped ceiling, repair of the plaster and new lighting. New flooring as well as a 
new window in that area will be required as well.  

      
Plan of 1st floor at current main entry            Plan of main courtroom with mechanical equipment room 

  
Main entry w/storage rooms  Original cement tile floor in storage room         Original windows and exposed piping in storage 
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Murals – Medium/Low Priority 
• The courthouse has two large murals in the rotunda that were restored as part of the 1991 HRDP 

project. Murals are commonly found in courthouses. Sometimes murals were not original, but 
were added during the late 1930’s as part of WPA projects. There are a couple areas that I 
suspect murals may have partly been covered over in the main courtroom and part of the rotunda. 
Each have an intricately painted emblem with a large blank space around it. 

• If desired, a mural conservation company could be brought in to investigate if murals have indeed 
been painted over. Typically they would remove layer(s) of paint in a small area to determine 
what may be underneath as well as the condition of the mural. They can then provide a proposal 
for full mural restoration. There is a chance that no murals are existent, but you could perhaps 
have the company do paint color analysis for the courtroom to determine original paint colors so 
that the visit is not wasted. You could also wait and see if any interior photos of the courtroom are 
found that might show if murals were in place. 

      
Restored mural in rotunda                 Suspected covered mural in rotunda     Suspected covered mural in courtroom   
 
 
Asbestos: 

• Whole building asbestos testing was conducted in December of 2017, see Appendix 2 for the 
report. Materials including plaster, ceiling tile, cove base adhesive, insulation, roofing material, 
window caulking, and flooring were tested. Of those only a few were found to have asbestos. 
One area was a black tar roofing material located between the original concrete roof and the 
wood framed upper roof, near the wall at the perimeter. Because it is in a concealed area, this 
material will never likely need to be disturbed and could remain in place. If work is done in this 
area in the future, removal of the material by a certified abatement contractor may be needed. 

• The other material found to have asbestos containing materials was window caulking. Only two 
windows were tested at the time of the report, one in the Recorders Office on the 2nd floor and 
one in Lori’s office on the 3rd floor. One window had trace amounts not requiring abatement, and 
the other had enough asbestos to require abatement. When a window replacement project is 
undertaken, more asbestos testing will probably be needed to determine whether or not full 
abatement of all window caulking is required. There is a possibility that not all window caulking 
may need abated, but it is more likely that a wholesale abatement is required and it would be a 
good idea to plan for this cost before undertaking the project. 
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Archiving Documents: 
• The County has various documents with important information relating to the courthouse or County 

business/history. These include, but are not limited to, original blueprint plans for the courthouse, 
maps, records, pictures  - in both printed copy and electronic state. It is beneficial to have these 
documents well organized and accessible, so that future County employees can easily access the 
information and prevent it from being lost or forgotten as staff turns over.  

• In general, record management, storage and archiving is up to the discretion of the County as to 
what is deemed as best practice. However, it is a good idea to have a comprehensive plan in 
place of what documents to keep, how and where to keep them, digital backup on servers or 
other means, etc. The County could hire a consultant versed in governmental recordkeeping to 
recommend a plan with best practices for implementation. 

• At a minimum, it is recommended to keep all information related to work done on the courthouse 
in one location that is well organized. The County has done a great job with digitizing the 
original blueprints as well as other construction projects done – this is vital information for 
rehabilitation projects going forward. Building plans, especially frail blueprints, should be stored 
in flat files, as opposed to rolled. Historic maps could also be stored in the flat file area and it is 
recommended to consult with a professional archivist to prevent deterioration of any valuable 
documents or prints. 

• Building plans for other courthouse renovation projects (like roof replacements, window 
replacements, etc.) should be kept as well. Those could be scanned in and kept in digital file only, 
if there is not much space for storage. Most printing companies can scan in large drawings. 
Another good practice would be requiring all new projects to submit digital PDF versions of the 
final drawings at the conclusion of a project. Most architects already do this, but it is good to 
verify.  

 
Other Notes: 

• The ‘Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties’ are a series of 
concepts about maintaining, repairing, and replacing historic materials. The Guidelines found 
within those standards offer general design and technical recommendations.  Remedial work 
suggested in this report is based on the ‘Standards for Rehabilitation’ and the ‘Preservation Briefs’ 
by the National Park Service (both included in section 7.0 Technical Reference). 

 

https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards/four-treatments/standguide/index.htm
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Budget costs listed on the following spreadsheet are based on what repairs are 
needed as well as potential desired projects identified by the County. Projects are 
broken into phases loosely based by exterior work and interior work. Because of 
previous repair work recently done and the overall good condition of the building 
envelope, interior projects can be undertaken in whatever order the County deems 
fit – although copper dome repair and masonry repointing should precede all 
interior projects.  

The budget costs listed are based on construction pricing at the time of the estimate. 
Because some projects may not be undertaken until years in the future, construction 
cost increases must be taken into account. Typically, a rough rule of thumb for 
construction cost increases per year is 5% - so if a project is not undertaken for 3 
years, the budget number listed in the spreadsheet should increase approximately 
15%.  

The budget costs listed are our best educated guess, using professional estimating 
tools, tempered with local and historic construction experience. We cannot predict 
bidding climate, nor can we control things such as contractor workload, materials 
pricing and weather conditions - all of which can greatly affect construction costs.  

Some repair items - copper dome replacement, copper statuary repair, ornamental 
plaster repair, etc. – require highly specialized and skilled repair companies that 
are usually not found locally. We have done our best to contact these specialized 
companies directly to obtain the most realistic budget numbers, but cannot 
guarantee the prices will be honored by the same company in the future. Due to the 
specialized and highly skilled nature, we also cannot guarantee that other 
company’s pricing will be similar.  

The intent of the budget costs listed on the annotated spreadsheet are to give the 
County enough information to help plan budget allocations over the coming years 
and to give rough costs of desired projects, before such projects are undertaken. 
Updated construction costs should be sought at the beginning of any project for 
more accurate numbers. 
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Martin Gardner Architecture, P.C.
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# LOCATION WORK ITEM PR
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Y
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A
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COST COMMENTS
1 Copper Dome After the dome can no longer be spot repaired, 

replacement of the copper cladding with new 
copper that matches the old in weight, 
configuration and temper/hardness.

High, within 
~10 years

1 $1,000,000 Price is a rough estimate for 
full replacement from Krause 
Konstruction for budget 
planning purposes only. 
Materials and labor price 
changes will greatly affect 
this cost.  

2 Copper Statuary Hire a sculpture conservator to clean turkey vulture 
droppings off (4) eagles, reattach (1) talon and 
add thin bird spikes to heads and wings to deter 
vultures. Cost assumes 1 week of work and does 
not include travel expenses or cost for a crane/lift 
to access the sculptures.

High 1 $9,200 Price is a rough estimate from 
KCI Object and Sculpture 
Conservation in Minneapolis, 
MN.

3 Flat Seamed 
Copper Roofing

Solder patch holes in copper sheet and solder open 
seams where found. Price assumes (2) small holes 
and (2) open seams approx. 12" long.

High 1 $200 Price assumes repair by 
Krause Konstruction while on 
site for other dome repairs. If 
a separate visit is needed, 
this cost will increase.

4 Tower Access Replace ladders in three levels of the tower with 
new custom steel ships ladders. 

High 1 $15,000 Price obtained from quote 
under the Lantern Window 
Replacement project.

5 Tower Louvers Replace missing screens with new metal screening. 
Price assumes replacement of (6) louver screens.

High 1 $800 Price assumes mounting new 
screening on existing louver 
frames.

6 Replace deteriorated door sill near NW corner of 
the building to match existing. 

High 1 $1,500

7 Repoint open/deteriorated masonry mortar joints in 
Marquette raindrop stone. Price assumes 1,800 LF 
of mortar repointing is necessary. Work shall be 
conducted following Preservation Brief 2.

High 1 $28,800 Price assumes repointing at 
ground level and no 
scaffolding or special 
equipment is required.

8 Replace existing aluminum windows with new 
double hung windows matching historic window 
profile. Window finish to be painted aluminum.

High 1 $530,000 Price is based on actual 
construction cost for a similar 
courthouse window 
replacement project.

9 Abate asbestos containing window sealant. High 1 $36,000 Budget cost of 
$300/window obtained 
from local abatement 
contractor.

10 Decorative Metal 
Ceiling (Portico)

Clean soiling with soft bristle brush and wipe down 
with a damp cloth. Prime and repaint with a high-
quality exterior paint.

Medium 1 $5,000

Exterior Masonry

Windows
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11 Exterior Lighting Restore (2) original sconces - includes removing 
existing finish, metal repairs, refinishing with three 
coats of Incralac, new sockets, lamps and wiring, 
UL listing for Wet Location, and new glass 
diffusers.

Medium 1 $8,600 Price obtained from St. Louis 
Antique Light Company. Cost 
does not include removal or 
reinstalling of the fixtures, or 
shipping cost to send fixtures 
to St. Louis

12 Ornamental Plaster Repair damaged ornamental plaster on ceiling in 
rotunda and main courtroom, following 
Preservation Brief 23. Repair should only take 
place after copper dome repairs and lantern 
window replacement are done. Price does not 
include repair of flat plaster areas.

High 2 $78,000 Price obtained from St Paul 
Fabricating and Decorating 
Company in St Paul, MN. 
Price includes casting new 
plaster elements to match and 
rough budget numbers for 
installation of new 
ornamental work.

13 Flat Plaster Repair all damaged flat plaster following 
Preservation Brief 21. Cost assumes 600 SF of 
plaster repair on walls/ceilings. Plaster repair 
should only take place after all building envelope 
items have been corrected.

Medium/Low 2 $11,500

14 Art Glass Dome Replace existing lights with new LED lighting. 
Ensure drivers are kept outside the plywood cover. 
Price assumes (5) 4' strip LED light bars at 3500K. 

High 2 $2,200 This is just one example for 
new lighting. A lighting rep 
or electrician may suggest 
better ways to illuminate the 
dome.

15 Main Courtroom 
Remodel - HVAC 
System

Replace existing courtroom cooling system with 
new system - run ductwork above plaster ceiling in 
attic space. Cost assumes 12.5 ton, single zone, 
electric RTU

High 2 $46,000 Price listed is a rough 
estimate for budget planning 
purposes only. Final design 
of the mechanical system will 
affect pricing. 

16 Main Courtroom 
Remodel - Lighting

Replace existing lighting with new suspended LED 
lights. Rewire lights to be controlled from switches 
near doorway, not on breaker panel. Cost assumes 
(32) new LED suspended 8' linear, 74 watt fixtures. 

High 2 $15,000 Specific light fixture selection 
will greatly affect pricing. 

17 Main Courtroom 
Remodel - 
Demolition

Remove lay-in ceiling. Remove non-original 
mechanical room walls and VCT flooring. 

High 2 $5,500 Cost does not include 
disposal or dumping fees, 
and assumes VCT does not 
contain asbestos.

18 Main Courtroom 
Remodel - Flooring

Remove existing broadloom carpet and replace 
with new commercial carpet tiles. Investigate 
original floor finish and consider an alternate for 
new flooring to match historic material (IE, wood 
flooring, etc.) 

High 2 $12,000 Cost assumes replacing with 
new carpet tile, 287 SY
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19 Main Entry Remodel Remove non-original storage room walls and 
doors. Remove existing carpet. Tidy data cables. 
Minor patching of plaster walls from wall demo. 
Repaint walls and ceiling. Cost assumes existing 
cement tile is in good condition and no new 
flooring is needed.

High/Medium 2 $5,000

20 Murals Hire mural restoration company to investigate if 
murals are present under paint in main courtroom. 
Price assumes (1) full work day for company and 
travel costs, obtained from Van Witt Fine Art 
Conservation in Kansas City.

Medium/Low 2 $3,950 If a 4"x4" sample of the wall 
can be sent to the company 
for analysis (IE, no on-site 
visit) the cost would be 
$2,700.

$1,814,250
$181,425
$90,713

$2,086,388

Statements of probable construction cost prepared by Martin Gardner Architecture P.C. represents our best judgments as design 
professionals familiar with the construction industry. However, neither Martin Gardner Architecture P.C. nor the Owner has control over the 
cost of labor, materials or equipment, over the contractor's method of determining bid prices, or over competitive bidding, market or 
negotiating conditions.  Accordingly, Martin Gardner Architecture P.C. cannot and does not warrant or represent that bids or negotiated 
prices will not vary from the project budget proposed, established or approved by the owner, if any, or from any statement of probable 
construction cost prepared by Martin Gardner Architecture P.C.

NOTE:  Contractor mobilization costs can greatly affect these prices. If repair items are pieced out and bid separately over an extended 
period of time, costs may be greater. Similarly, if repair items can be grouped and bid together, costs could decrease. If an item does not 
show a cost, it has not been included in the total. Costs do not include any permitting, disposal or other legal fees associated with the 
Work.

SUBTOTAL:
Construction Contingency (10%):

Design Contingency (5%):

TOTAL:

NOTE: Costs do not include architectural or engineering design fees. We would be happy to provide you with proposals as needed.
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August 2, 2018 

 

Dear Mr. Thompson, 

Below are my thoughts regarding the upcoming cleaning and repointing you have scheduled for the Courthouse. 

During my time at the State Historic Preservation Office, I created a publication on appropriate cleaning of 

historic materials, based on the Preservation Briefs and preservation best practices. I can provide you a copy of 

this, if desired. 

 

Buff Bedford Stone 

The majority of the smooth cut stone on the vertical portions of the building do not need cleaning, and as such, 

should not be cleaned. However, most of the crown molding of the cornice is stained and could be cleaned. It 

appears there are strips that have been cleaned for repointing the joints in the crown, so it would likely respond 

well to cleaning. I do NOT recommend power washing of the dentils or egg and dart detailing, as these are 

delicate areas – so they should be protected when power washing the area above. 

Preservation Brief 1 recommends starting at a pressure of 100 psi or below and progressing, as needed, up to a 

higher pressure of no higher than 300 psi. The lowest possible pressure that effectively removes the soiling 

should be used. 

Raindrop Stone 

I do not recommend power washing of the Marquette raindrop stone at all. Given the serious deterioration in 

some areas, the stone seems relatively porous and soft (I think it may even be a type of sandstone). That, paired 

with its rough-cut face, would make cleaning it with an appropriate low-pressure wash, I fear, ineffective. I think 

that power washing, of any pressure, could cause serious and irreversible deterioration of the raindrop stone. 

The smooth cut raindrop stone coursing at the top of the rusticated base (between the rough cut raindrop stone 

and the Bedford stone) could potentially be cleaned by a low pressure wash. However, I think steam cleaning, 

like outlined below would be better. 

Front Steps Stone Caps 

The lichen and organic growth on the stone caps at the front steps should be cleaned at some point. Algae keeps 

moisture on the stone which furthers deterioration and certain lichen have tendrils (similar to vines) that latch into 

and widen small holes in the stone. 

The best cleaning method for organic growth, in this case, would likely be steam cleaning at 7 – 10 psi, with the 

nozzle held 10-15” off the face of the stone. The high temperature of the steam kills subsurface spores and soaks 

into the pores of the stone, going about 1” into the stone, which helps prevent future organic growth. This is a 

recommendation and testing should be conducted beforehand. Also, the stone below the cap should be 

protected. 

 

http://www.martingardnerarch.com/
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Portico Ceiling 

The portico ceiling, which appears to be a decorative metal ceiling, should never be power washed. This could 

cause/accelerate rusting. I’m not sure if the soiling observed is rusting or just dirt/soiling that could be brushed 

off with a soft bristle brush – but in any case, water cleaning is not recommended if it is metal. 

Important Notes 

It’s important to note that when specific methods are described, these are recommendations based on best 

practices, but may NOT be the best solution for every case. The most important thing when cleaning stone is to 

test method(s) in an inconspicuous area to determine the most gentle, effective method. For example, a 5 psi 

steam wash could be effective at removing the lichen – or perhaps not.  

The other important item, especially when power washing, is that the mortar joints are sound and the building is 

watertight. Pushing water into open joints at any pressure, is forcing water into the building envelope and can 

result in rusting metal anchors and ruined plaster. It is vital that mortar joints are repointed before any 

washing/cleaning is done. 

It is also important that any adjacent areas not intended to be cleaned, are protected from the cleaning. This 

includes areas below on the building. 

Summary 

I do not think that the building NEEDS to be cleaned within the near future. I think it can certainly wait. The 

organic growth (lichen and algae) should be removed at some point, but only in select areas and likely with a 

method other than power washing (like steam cleaning). 

The majority of the building should NOT be power washed, or I fear serious and irreversible damage could 

result. 

Repointing of the mortar joints IS something that could and should be done now. It is important that the mortar 

used is softer than the stone to prevent spalling. Mortar testing should be conducted for each stone type and the 

mortar used for repointing should match the original composition.  

 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

  
Bethany Jordan, AIA 

Preservation Architect 

MARTIN GARDNER ARCHITECTURE, P.C. 

Marion Office 

http://www.martingardnerarch.com/
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The "cupric" metals include copper and its alloys: 
especially bronze, an alloy of copper and tin, and brass, 
an alloy of copper and zinc. 

Copper 
Copper is usually found combined with other elements 
in sulfide and oxide ores; however, it does exist in a 
relatively pure state in nature. Naturally pure copper is 
known as "native" copper. The Neolithic people first 
discovered such copper about 8000 B.C. 

The French and English explorers learned of large 
native copper deposits in what is now Michigan from the 
Indians in the 17th and 18th centuries. Exploitation of 
these deposits began in 1844, resulting in the first 
"mining boom" in the United States. After the 1880s, 

Chapter 5: Copper and 
Copper Alloys 

however, the center of copper mining moved west to 
Montana, Colorado, and Utah. Today, the United States 
is self-sufficient in its production of copper. 

Copper is a very durable metal; it withstands corro
sion to a remarkable degree. The characteristic green 
patina-actually copper sulfate that forms on its sur
face-acts as a protective coating against further reaction 
with the atmosphere. Pure copper is strong but ductile, 
which means it can be stretched or "drawn," as in 
making wire. It is also malleable and thus can be ham
mered, beaten, or rolled into sheets or shapes without 
breaking. Copper was first rolled in England in the late 
17th century. Of the many utilitarian and decorative 
uses of copper, undoubtedly its use as sheathing for 
ships and as roofing and flashing material on buildings 

Figure 19. Copper Roof, Old Senate Chamber, United States Capitol, 1819; Benjamin H. Labrobe, architect. After the British 
burned the Capitol in 1814, the entire structure was rebuilt, including a new copper roof. Little is k,10wn about the roofing installed 
in 1819 since it was removed in 1900. It was probably all flat seams because the machine for forming standing seam roofing was not 
invented until about the time of the Civil War. When the surfaces were reroofed in 1975, every effort was made to duplicate the 1900 
roofing patterns, configuration, and size of sheets. Sheet copper can be shaped to cover many types of curved surfaces. The dome 
has standing seams while the cupola and the area around the dome, which is flatter, have flat seams. (Charles Parrott) 
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has been most important, followed by its use in orna
mental details. In the 20th century, piping systems and 
electrical wiring became important new uses of copper. 

Roofing and Related Items 

Sheet copper used as roofing is lighter than wooden 
shingles and much lighter than slate, tile, or lead. Roof
ing copper can be folded readily into waterproof seams, 
or shaped over curved frameworks for cupolas and 
domes (figure 19). 

Some of America's most important buildings had cop
per roofs, and many lasted for nearly two centuries. In 
1795 the First Bank of the United States in Philadelphia 
was covered with a roof of English copper sheets (24 by 
48 inches), with standing seams held in place by copper 
clips and cast nails. The section over the front pediment 
is still in service, although the rest of the roof was 
drastically altered in 1902. 

Roofing material for the dome of the Massachusetts 
State House (1795-1798) was ordered from Paul Revere's 
newly opened rolling mill. But there was still not enough 
American production, for instance, to supply the sheet 
copper for the New York City Hall (1803-1811); most 
sheet copper was imported through the early decades of 
the 19th century. Copper roofs on public and important 
private buildings were not so rare by the time Old Christ 
Church in Philadelphia was roofed in copper in the 

Figure 20. Copper Conductor Heads and Downspouts, former 
u.s. Post Office, Bounded by Hamilton, Clark, Ward streets 
and Lee Place, Paterson, New Jersey, 1899; William Martin 
Aiken, Architect of the Treasury . Rain conductor heads and 
downspouts are almost always made of metal, in some cases 
copper. The former post office. now an annex to the Paterson 
County Court House , includes copper conductor heads and 
downspouts as part of the rich Flemish architectural design . 
Twenty of these decorative devices are spaced on all four sides 
of the banded red brick and stone building. (Jack Stokvis) 

Copper and Copper Alloys 

1830s. The copper on Christ Church fulfilled the 
builders' objective to install roofing material of great 
durability and longevity; the roof served its purpose 
until 1967. 

The initial cost of copper was traditionally high, but 
its length of service more than compensated for the 
price. Because of these high costs, copper in quantity 
was used only on major structures, mostly public build
ings. However, copper in small quantities was widely 
used on more modest buildings for roof flashings, gut
ters, and downspouts (figure 20)' and decorative 
elements. Copper was also commonly used for weather 
vanes and finials (figures 21 and 22). The resistance of 

Figure 21. Copper Grasshopper Weather Vane by Shem 
Drowne, 1742, Faneuil Hall, Dock Square, Boston, 
Massachusetts. The weather vane is wrought iron except for the 
grasshopper and the four points of the compass which are cop
per. The grasshopper, which is gilded and has glass eyes, 
measures 53 inches long, 6 114 inches wide, and weighs 38 
pounds. The history of the weather vane is well documented. 
In 1755 it was damaged by an earthquake; it was later repaired 
by Thomas Drowne in 1768. On January 11, 1974, the weather 
vane disappeared on ly to be found a few days later wrapped in 
a blanket and hidden in the cupola. The weather vane had 
been damaged during the attempted theft , but it was repaired 
and reinstalled on February 15, 1974. (Index of American 
Design , Mass-Me-230 , National Gallery of Art) 
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copper to corrosion was valuable for these purposes, as 
was its malleability. It could be shaped to the bends and 
angles around chimneys and at roof edges and dormers . 
All nails, screws, bolts, and cleats used with sheet 
copper had to be made of copper or a copper alloy; 
otherwise "galvanic" action between the dissimilar metals 
would occur, causing deterioration (see section on 
deterioration in chapter 10). 

Decorative Uses 

Copper was hammered or stamped into decorative 
details to ornament the cornice lines of many buildings 
(figure 23), and to sheath oriel and bay windows as well 
(figure 24). Copper was also fabricated into running 
moldings, masks, lion heads, rain conductor heads 
(figure 20), and Greek-inspired anthem ions at roof edges. 

Occasionally, statues used as architectural ornaments 
were made of copper . Sections of sheet copper can be 
hammered over wooden or other forms to create statues . 
Once the copper sheets have taken the shape of the 
form, they are removed and soldered together over a 
wooden or metal framework. The most famous example 
of this type of statue is the Statue of Liberty, which con
sists of copper sheathing over a steel framework. The 
152-foot-tall statue, erected in New York Harbor, was a 
centennial gift from France (figure 25). 

Another widely known sheet copper statue of great 
beauty is Augustus Saint-Gaudens' "Diana," which he 
designed as a weather vane to top the tower of the old 
Madison Square Garden in New York City. The 13-foot 
gilded statue, a huntress poised on one toe with bow and 
arrow ready, stood silhouetted 347 feet above the street 
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Figure 22. Copper and Wrought-iron Finials and Weather Vanes. The bases and bannerets of the weather vanes were made of heav y 
copper, with the bannerets and points of the compass sometimes gilded w ith gold leaf. The rest of the material in these decorative 
objects was usually wrought iron . In 1896, these unusual designs, as well as the traditional rooster and eagle, were offered in the 
catalog of W. H. Mullins of Salem, Ohio. (Library of Congress) 
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Figure 23. Pressed Copper Sheet Metal Cornice, Frieze, and 
Pilasters; Conservatory of the Christian Heurich Mansion, 1307 
New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C., 1902; Ap
pleton Clark, architect. The copper work was assembled from 
many pieces of sheet copper pressed w ith low relief designs. 
(Jack E. Boucher, NAER) 

from 1895 until 1925 when the Garden was demolished. 
She was constructed of 22-ounce copper, die-struck in 
sections riveted together then braised to make the form 
smooth and waterproof. An armature centered on a 
7-inch wrought-iron pipe that ran from the head through 
the toe and 9 feet into the tower supported the statue. 
With counterweights and a ball-bearing system that 
allowed her to rotate she weighed somewhat under 1,500 
pounds . The statue can now be seen in the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art. An earlier 22-foot version weighing 
2,200 pounds that had proved to be out of scale when 
placed on the Garden's tower in October 1891 was taken 
down and sent to the World Columbian Exposition of 
1893 in Chicago to grace the dome of Agricultural Hall, 
which like the Garden was the work of the architectural 
firm of McKim, Mead, and White. The whereabouts of 
that statue since the close of the fair is unknown. 

The color of antique copper, which is a little more 
orange than new bronze, was much admired in the late 
19th century . Victorian cast-iron hardware was some
times copper-plated, although brass-plated hardware was 
more common. Cast-iron stair railings and newel posts 
(figure 26) were sometimes copper plated . An excellent 
example is the copper-plated cast-iron staircase, designed 
by Louis Sullivan in 1894, that was saved from the 
demolished Chicago Stock Exchange and has been re
erected in the American Wing of New York's Metropol
itan Museum. 

Today the cost of copper prohibits its extensive 
decorative use, but it is still used for certain utilitarian 
systems because of its unique properties . Copper's high 
capacity for thermal and electrical conductivity accounts 
for its continued use in buildings in heating and air
conditioning systems, electrical systems, and telephone 
wiring. Also, its strength and resistance to corrosion by 
most types of soils and water make it appropriate for 
use in plumbing . 

Copper and Copper Alloys 

Figure 24. Copper-Clad Bay Window and Cornice, Thomas 
C. Whyte House, 1329 R Street, NW, Washington, D.C., 1892; 
George C. Johnson, architect. From the first-floor window sills 
to the cornice above the second floor , the bay window is 
sheathed entirely with pressed sheets of copper, and there are 
slender two-story copper pilasters flanking the windows. The 
spandrel between the first- and second-floor center windows 
has a shell design and the side spandrels have winged sea 
creatures. Both the cornice of the house and the cornice of the 
bay window have copper classical dentils and modillions. 
(David W. Look) 
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Figure 25. Copper Statue of Liberty, New York City Harbor, 1883-1886; Frederic Auguste Bartholdi, sculptor; Alexandre Gustave 
Eiffel, engineer. This photograph was taken in the metal shop in France where the sheet copper was fabricated. In the foreground , 
sheet metal workers are hammering the copper over wooden forms . The temporarily assembled arm and shoulder in the background, 
were later disassembled and shipped to the United States . Eiffel , who later designed the 984-foot Eiffel Tower of the Paris Exhibition 
of 1889, engineered the steel armature to support the statue built to the design of Bartholdi. (Rare Book Division , New York Public 
Library; Astor, Lenox and Tilden foundations) 
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Figure 26. Copper-Plated Cast-iron Stair Railing, Christian 
Heurich Mansion, 1307 New Hampshire Avenue, NW, Wash
ington, D .C., 1892-1894; John Granville Meyers, architect. 
This iron railing was sand cast in many pieces , and the flat 
areas of the design were ground smooth before the pieces were 
copper plated. Most of the parts were bolted together, but a 
few pieces of the newell post were brazed. The railing has a 
brass hand rail. (Jack E. Boucher, NAER) 



Much can be gained from studying trade catalogs and 
contemporary accounts on the subject of metals in 
America's historic buildings . The foundry catalog tradi
tionally played an important role in the marketing of 
metals in the United States as prefabricated building 
materials , and was part of the revolution in building 
techniques that took place during the 19th century. 
Catalogs brought good-quality standardized products 
within the grasp of builders across the country and 
resulted in lower prices for products shipped directly 
from the iron factories and foundries. 

The first foundry catalogs seem to have appeared in 
America in the 1850s. Most metal products were 
manufactured in cities where they contributed to both 
commercial and residential growth patterns. The prod
ucts offered unquestionably added to the variety of 
buildings that could be constructed in every community 
served by railroad, canal, or coastal waters . 

The items usually advertised were columns, store
fronts , entire building fronts , stairs, brackets, window 
sills and lintels, overdoors, railings, shutters, verandas , 
balconies, posts , fences, and cresting. Some catalogs 
were also sources for heating, plumbing, and lighting 
equipment. 

The best known catalog is that of the Architectural 
Iron Works of New York City, issued in 1865 (reprinted 
in 1970, see bibliography). Another reprinted foundry 
catalog is that of Janes, Kirtland and Company, which 
in 1870 was marketing decorative cast-iron fountains , 
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urns, verandas , trellises, ga rden furniture , and lawn 
animals . Recently the 1857 J. B. Wickersham New York 
Wire Railing Company was republished by the Philadel
phia Athenaeum under the title Victorian Ironwork . 

For various reasons, few catalogs have survived to the 
20th century . Some early catalogs were printed on poor 
quality paper little better than newspaper. Those that 
have survived are usually on quality paper . A few were 
beautifully done with hand-colored drawings , and some 
of the later catalogs included photographs. 

A few catalogs list previous clients and their buildings 
to advertise their designs and satisfied customers. Ex
amination of a collection of catalogs from a foundry 
such as J. L. Mott , J. W. Fiske, W. H. Mullins, or Wood 
and Pero t shows the repetition of certain designs from 
catalog to catalog and can indicate which designs sold 
more and how long their popularity lasted. 

Contemporary accounts give details on how these 
metal components were made, installed, and used . The 
bibliography lists these accounts to help architectural 
historians, historical architects , preservationists , crafts
men , and industrial archeologists find information on 
topics germane to preservation projects. 

The second part of this report will discuss the physical 
and mechanical characteristics of these architectural 
metals , examine the reasons for their deterioration, and 
suggest methods of keeping them from environmental 
and human damage. 

Opposite: Replication of the original c. 1815 Philadelphia gutter at 
The Octagon in Washington , D.C. utilized hand-cast lead sheets and 
traditional application techniques. (John G. Waite) 



Part II. Deterioration and 
Methods of Preserving Metals 
by John G. Waite, AlA 
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The metals used most commonly in historic American 
building construction have been lead, tin, zinc, copper, 
bronze, brass, iron, steel, and to a lesser extent nickel al
loys, stainless steel, and aluminum. While they have 
been employed in a variety of ways, these metals have 
been used primarily for structural systems, sheathing, 
roofing, siding, and decorative elements. The first part 
of this report provided a pictorial survey and historical 
description of these metals and their architectural uses. 
This part will discuss the deterioration, preservation, re
pair, and maintenance of metal building components.1 

Like other building materials, metals can deteriorate 
over time or be damaged and require conservation or re
placement to continue to serve their intended functions. 
The problems of size and weight or the integration of 
these metals into the structure of a building can compli
cate conservation attempts. 

Before steps can be taken to analyze or treat deteriora
tion, it is necessary to know which metal is involved. De
termining the metallic composition of an architectural 
component may not be easy, especially if it is inaccessi
ble or encrusted with paint. If possible, the original 
architect's specifications and any correspondence relat
ing to the structure should be checked for any references 
to foundries, catalogs, or stores where building materi
als might have been purchased. If these resources prove 
fruitless, a preservation consultant or historical architect 
may be able to help. 

When deterioration has set in, prompt action to halt or 
correct the damage is essential. But first, the exact cause 
of the problem must be found. If water, oxidation, galr 

vanic action (destructive corrosion between two dissimi
lar metals), or a host of other conditions continue to exist 
in a building system, it may be that no amount of correc
tive action will be sufficient to save it. These problems 
must be accurately diagnosed before any restoration or 
rehabilitation is undertaken. For example, many build
ings in the past were constructed with unfortunate 
combinations of dissimilar metals, which resulted in 
destructive reactions. Builders then did not always 
know enough about the properties of various metals 
and the potential for reactions with each other and with 
other materials such as certain types of wood, masonry, 
and coatings. Once the causes of deterioration have been 
identified and the damage repaired, a regular mainte
nance program is needed to prevent recurrence. Records 
of the structural investigations and all changes, includ
ing additions and subtractions from the building, should 
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be kept. When records are kept, later problems with ma
terials or remedial measures will be easier to detect and 
inappropriate treatments easier to avoid. 

After a general discussion of metal deterioration, this 
part of the report will discuss methods of stabilizing 
metal components that are currently available and 
will recommend steps toward their preservation and 
maintenance. The metals most widely used in historic 
buildings will be discussed for specific properties, deteri
oration characteristics, and preservation and repair tech
niques. 

Metals are, in general, those inorganic substances that 
have luster and hardness, can conduct heat and electric
ity, are opaque, and possess certain mechanical proper
ties, the most valuable of which is the ability to resist 
deformation. All metals2 have crystalline structures and 
are somewhat malleable and ductile; that is, they can be 
shaped by hammering or rolled into thin sheets and 
drawn into wire. Metals have tenacity, resist separation 
of individual particles, and are fusible; that is, they be
come liquid when heated at a high temperature. Metals 
also have high specific gravity or relative weight. 

In chemistry, a metal is defined as an element that 
yields positively charged ions in aqueous solutions of its 
salts. Another definition is that a metal is a lender of elec
trons; that is, a metal loses electrons during a chemical 
reaction. Different types of metals have different chemi
cal properties and consequently react in various ways 
with elements of the environment. 

The preservation architect must be knowledgeable 
about these physical and chemical properties and their 
relationship to the agents of deterioration in the 
building's environment in order to choose proper stabili
zation or restoration techniques. If the properties of the 
metal are not fully understood, an inappropriate treat
ment that, in the long run, may cause more deterioration 
than it corrects, might be selected. (table 1). 

In order to be used successfully for architectural pur
poses, the metals selected must maintain their functional 
integrity over a long period of time and must also be aes
thetically acceptable. The long-term performance of 
metal a.rchitectural elements depends upon the metals' 
intrinsic physical and chemical properties, the climates 
to which they are exposed, and the specific design de
tails that determine their relationship and proximity to 
other metallic and nonmetallic building components. 
Properly selected, installed, and maintained, metal archi
tectural elements are among the most durable and per-
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manent building materials. However, metal elements 
that are not properly suited for the chosen function or 
are not properly cared for can be very fragile and short 
lived. 

Table I. 

Melting 
Atomic Atomic Relative Point 

Metal Symbol Number Weight Density Degrees C 

Lead Pb 82 207.1 11.38 327 

50 118.7 7.28 231.8 

Zinc Zn 30 65.37 7.14 420 

Copper Cu 29 63.5 8.89 1083 

Phosphor Bronze 8.66 

Brass 8.46 900 

Nickel Ni 28 58.6 8.85 1440 

Nickel Silver 8.75 1110 

Monel Metal 8.80 1315 

Iron Fe 26 55.8 7.7 1535 

Cast Iron 7.2 1000-1200 

Steel 7.9 1400 

18/ 8 Cr/ Ni Iron 
(stainless steel) 7.9 1400 

Aluminum AI 13 27 2.7 660 

Table I. Properties of Metals Used in Building Construction. 

Specific 
Heat 

0.031 

0.054 

0.094 

0.093 

0.104 

0.088 

0.130 

0.095 

0.127 

0.110 

0.118 

0.218 

Heat Heat Elect. CoeE. oE Modulus 
Expansion Cond'y Cond'y Elect. Res. oE Elast'y 

Per <>C % oECu % oECu Per <>C psi 

. 000029 9 . 7.8 .0041 800,000 

. 000020 16 . 15. 6,000,000 

. 000029 29 . 28.2 .0040 13,700,000 

. 000.17 100 . 100. .0040 16,000,000 

. 000018 36 . .0039 16,000,000 

.000020 28. 28. .0015 13,800,000 

.000013 15.5 16. .0041 30,000,000 

.000018 7.6 5.2 .0003 17,000,000 

.000014 6.6 4. .0019 26,000,000 

. 000013 15 . 15. .0062 25,000,000 

.000010 10-12 2-12 12-27,000,000 

.000013 6-12 3-15 30,000,000 

.000017 3.6 2.8 28,600,000 

. 000024 52 . 56-59 .0042 10,000,000 

The information in this table is of special interest to preservationists because it includes alloys commonly used in construction. The 
metals and alloys in this table are listed in the same order as they appear in this report. This order was devised to avoid repetition, 
that is, the discussion of elements would precede the discussion of bronze and brass. The relative density has no units because it is a 
ratio and expresses the relative weight of equal volumes of metals to the weight of the same volume of a standard. The melting point 
is of interest because it has a bearing on the ease or difficulty of casting, soldering, brazing, and welding. Historically, copper has 
been used as a standard for comparing the properties of heat conductance and coefficients of electrical resistance because of its 
excellent ability to conduct heat and its extensive use in electrical wiring. Other tables use silver or hydrogen as a standard, but these 
are not used in construction and are more difficult to relate to for people in the construction industry. The modules of elasticity is a 
measure of the rigidity of a metal, that is, its ability to resist deformation until the elastic limit (point at which the metal will not 
spring back to its original position after the load or weight has been removed; therefore, permanent deformation) of the metal has 
been reached. (Adapted from Practical Design in Monel Metal, (p. 10, published in 1935 by International Nickel Company.) 
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In scientific terms, deterioration is generally defined as a 
decrease in ability of the material to fulfill the function 
for which it was intended.3 It usually refers to the break
down of a material because of natural causes, although 
deterioration can also be either directly or indirectly 
caused by man. Although deterioration usually implies 
a chemical change, under some conditions, the change 
can be physical. 

Corrosion 
Corrosion, in one form or another, is the major cause of 
the deterioration of architectural metals. Often called oxi
dation, it is the chemical reaction of a metal with oxygen 
or other substances. Metals are constantly undergoing 
change. With exposure to the atmosphere, heat, mois
ture, pressure, and other agents, they tend to revert from 
a pure state, such as iron and copper (elements), to their 
natural ores, such as iron oxide and copper sulfide (com
pounds). The deterioration of metal architectural ele
ments is a complex process because the types and 
degree of corrosion are affected by minor variations in 
environment, contact with other metals and materials, 
and the composition of the metal itself.4 

Upon exposure to the atmosphere, almost all new or 
newly cleaned metals become coated with a thin com
plex film, which is a result of the reaction of the metal 
with oxygen in the air. This film may modify the proper
ties of the metal and make it less susceptible to further 
corrosion. As the film thickens, it may tend to insulate 
the metal from moist air or other corrosive agents. The 
inherent nature of the metal to resist corrosion and the 
nature of the film determines to what degree the corro
sion of the metal is controlled. With some metals such as 
aluminum and copper, the oxide coating can form a pro
tective membrane which restricts the passage of metal 
ions out of it or oxygen into it and through it. With other 
metals, such as iron, the oxide does not form a protec
tive film, but rather promotes the continued corrosion of 
the metal. 

Architectural metals are attacked by corrosion in sev
eral ways, including the following: 5 

Uniform Attack is where the metal corrodes evenly 
when exposed to corrosive agents. 

Pitting is the localized corrosive attack on the metal (see 
figure 180 and 181). 
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Selective Attack can occur where a metal or alloy is not 
homogeneous and certain areas are attacked more than 
others. 

Stress Corrosion Cracking can occur where stresses 
were induced into the metal in the pulling or bending 
process of metalworking and the metal was later sub
jected to a corrosive environment. For example, wrought 
brass can crack if small quantities of ammonia are intro
duced into the environment; stainless steels can crack in 
chloride-containing environments; and carbon steels in 
nitrate, cyanide, or strong caustic solutions.6 

Erosion occurs when the corrosion-resistant film or 
oxide or layers of protective corrosion product is re
moved by abrasion, exposing fresh metal to the corro
sive agents. 

Galvanic Corrosion is an electrochemical action that oc
curs between two different metals in electrical contact in 
the presence of a common electrolyte forming an electri
cal couple (where there is a flow of electrons). Positive 
ions can travel through an electrolyte such as ionized 
water (which must be present). A galvanic action will 
occur only 0) when there are two dissimilar metals hav
ing a difference in a potential, (greater and lesser degree 
of nobility), (2) when the two dissimilar metals are in 
electrical contact so there can be a flow of electrons, and 
(3) when there is an electrolyte so that ions can move 
from one metal to the other (figure 116). In some cases, 
the electrolyte may be moisture or condensation on the 
surfaces of the metals. If any of the three conditions are 
not present, then galvanic action will not take place? 

Table II is a galvanic series from the ASTM Standard 
Guide G82-83 (Development and Use of Galvanic Series 
Predicting Galvanic Corrosion Performance).8 It is based 
on actual potential readings in sea water, a standard cor
rosive environment used to test many metals. Although 
few architectural metals are found in contact with sea 
water, this table is still useful because the positions on 
the list would change little if the metals were subjected 
to other corrosive environments such as urban pollution. 

The severity of galvanic corrosion is also a function of 
area size: if the more noble metal is much larger than the 
baser metal, the deterioration of the baser metal will be 
more rapid and severe; if the more noble metal is much 
smaller than the baser metal, the deterioration of the 
baser metal will be much less significant. For example, if 



two copper sheets fastened together with iron rivets are 
placed in a corrosive environment, the iron rivets will 
deteriorate rapidly. On the other hand, if two iron sheets 
fastened together with copper rivets are placed in the 
same corrosive atmosphere for an equal period of time, 
the iron plates will only show a slight amount of deterio
ration and the copper rivets will be unaffected.9 

Oxygen Concentration (Galvanic) Cell is an electrolytic 
cell set up where oxygen is trapped between two metals 
such as between tin and steel on a sheet of tinplate, or be
tween a metal and a nonmetal, such as between a metal 
and a gasket or between a metal gutter and tree leaves. 

Atmospheric Corrosion is an electrochemical reaction 
resulting from a film of moisture on the surface of the 
metal which serves as an electrolyte. The film contains 
gases absorbed by the water. Here the potential differ
ence is between two points on the same metallic surface. 
This type of corrosion is the most common form of corro
sion to which architectural metals are exposed. The rate 
of atmospheric corrosion generally increases with the 
humidity levels. Once a critical humidity level is 
reached, corrosion proceeds rapidly. Generally, an in
crease in temperature also increases the rate of corrosion. 

Industrial atmospheres contain (along with oxygen, 
water, and carbon dioxide) other corrosive agents in
cluding soot, fly ash, and sulfur compounds produced 
by the combustion of sulfur-containing fuels, especially 
coal. Common sulfur compounds include hydrogen sul
fide (H2S), sulfur dioxide (5°2), sulfur trioxide (5°3), 

and particles of ammonium sulfate [(NH4)2S04PO or salt 
(NaCl) near the sea coast. 

Sea water is especially corrosive. Marine atmospheres 
and sea water contain several corrosive agents including 
chlorides and other salt particles which can be deposited 
on the surface of the metal (figure 182). These corrosive 
agents can affect metals as far as 60 to 70 miles from the 
sea (depending on weather patterns). Chloride ions are 
also found in some de-icing salts and in some forms of 
industrial pollutants. Metals immersed in water are also 
subject to corrosion by dissolved solids and gases, espe
ciallyoxygen. 

Soils also contain a number of metal-corroding agents 
including acids, alkalis, dissolved salts, water, oxygen, 
and sometimes anaerobic sulfate-reducing bacteria. 

Corrosive agents other than oxygen and sulfur com
pounds which attack architectural metals include salts, 
especially halides such as fluorides, chlorides, bromides, 
and iodides, and organic compounds such as bird drop
pings. These agents are found in many substances, such 
as scum, mud, and marine plants as well as sea water 
and fresh water. 

Mechanical Breakdown 
Metal architectural elements can also fail from purely 
physical causes such as abrasion, or a combination of 
physical and chemical attack, such as weathering and 
stress corrosion cracking. 

Abrasion is the erosion of the metal (figure 149) caused 
by the impact of dirt, dust, sand grit, sleet, rain, and hail, 
or by rubbing with another architectural or human ele
ment. Abrasives can also encourage corrosion by remov-
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ing the protective corrosion deposits from the metal sur
face. Abrasion is an especially critical problem with 
metal flashings and valleys used on slate roofs. As the 
slate deteriorates, particles break off and are washed 
down the valleys, causing erosion. Other examples of 
abrasion are when the patina, push plates and rail on 
bronze and brass doors (figure 117), chrome plating on 
railings, and brass thresholds are worn by pedestrians. 

Fatigue is failure of a metal by the repeated application 
of cyclic stresses below the elastic limit-the greatest 
stress a material can withstand without permanent de
formation after removal of the load. It results from a 
gradual or progressive fracture of the crystals. It has 
been estimated that approximately 90% of the structural 
failures of metal railroad bridges are fatigue failures 
which develop late in the life of the structure. ll One of 
the major causes of the failure of copper roofs is fa tigue 

MECHANISM OF COPPER / IRON 
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Figure 116. Galvanic Corrosion. A galvanic action occurs 
between the copper and iron with the water serving as the 
electroLyte. (Texas Instruments) 
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Figure 117. Human Abrasion. At the Old Post Office in 
Baltimore, Maryland, the branze and glass doors show the 
abrasive effect of human hands on the natural patina com
bined with a residue of dirt and oil (from skin, which contains 
a minute amount of acid). This wear with accompanying 
superfic ial discoloration is only a minor probLem. Over the 
years, these doors have received inadequate maintenallce and 
inappropriate changes (to the hardware) and repairs. Such 
doors shou Ld be thoroughly cleaned to the bare metal; the holes 
plugged, ground down, and poLished; and new chemical artifi
cial bronze patina appLied and protected by a lacquer with a 
corrosion inhibitor and/or with periodic applications of wax or 
oil (see section on bronze Chapter 15). (David W. Look) 

Figure 118. Fatigue Failure. This is an example of fatigue cracking of the copper roof of the Senate House, Kingston , New York. 
Repeated expansion and con traction due to daily and seasonaL temperature changes has caused this sheet-copper roof to crack. 
Note cracking both at the joint and on the planar surface. (John G. Waite) 
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cracking caused by lack of provisions to accommodate 
thermal expansion and contraction (figure 118). 

Creep is the continuous flow or p~astic defo~mation of 
soft metals under sustained stressing, sometimes under 
relatively high temperatures. It tends to distort the 
metal, causing thin areas that may fail by rupture. Creep 
is characterized by inter-crystalline fracture and a lack of 
strain hardening. The stressing may be related to ther
mal expansion and contraction and the weight of the 

Figure 119. Creep. Deterioration of milled sheet lead roof on 
a 19th century canal warehouse and office at Nantwich Basin 
of the Shropshire Union Canal at Nantwich, Cheshire, 
England. The failure has been caused by creep and the expan
sion and contraction of the lead . (John G. Waite) 

metal. The problem of creep is often associated with 
sheet lead roofing (figure 119), lead statuary, and pure 
zinc. 

Fire can cause unprotected metal (iron and steel) fram
ing members to become plastic and fail rapidly (figure 
120). Lead roofs have melted during fires, and sheet 
metal decoration can buckle from heat and fall off build
ings when its anchorage is lost. Structural iron or steel 
that has survived a fire without deformation is usually 
safe to reuse, but any questionable member should be 
load tested. 

Overloading is the stressing of a metal member beyond 
its yield point so that permanent deformation, fractur
ing, or failure occurs. The member can fail through the 
application of static loads, dynamic loads, thermal 
stresses (figure 121), and settlement stresses either singly 
or in combination. "Buckling" is a form of permanent de
formation from overloading which is usually caused by 
excessive weight but can also be caused by thermal 
stresses. Members can also be overloaded if their sup
port is removed and loads are redistributed to other 
members which can become overstressed and deformed 
(figure 122). 

Weathering 
A metal architectural element subjected to the weather is 
exposed to various chemical and physical agents at one 
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Figure 120. Column Buckling from Fire. In 1906 San . 
Francisco was shaken by a severe earthquake, fo llowed by fIres 
that raged out of control for hours. In the Fairmont Hotel, 
the metal lath and plaster that covered the columns was prob
ably damaged by the earthquake and was not. sUfficien.t to . 
protect the steel from the intense heat. PortIOns of ~h~s bu!Id~ 
ing settled down approximately 7 feet from thel: orz~lnal POSI
tion because 37 columns buckled from the heat In thIS manner. 
(From Trial by the Fire at San Francisco: The Evidence of the 
Camera, 1906, Library of Congress.) 

time. The result is a kind of synergism where the total ef
fect is greater than the sum of the individual effects.12 
For example, the rate of corrosion accelerates with in
creases of temperature, humidity, and surface deposits 
of salts, dirt, and pollution. 

Connection Failure 
The failure of the connections of metal architectural ele
ments, especially structural members, can also be caused 
by a combination of physical and/ or chemical agents. 
The most common type of connections used for metal 
structural elements of historic buildings include bolting, 
riveting, pinning, and welding. These connections can 
fail through the overloading, fatiguing, or corrosion of 
the connectors (figure 123). Common examples of this 
type of failure include the corrosion, usually by the gal
vanic effects, of nails, bolt heads, rivets, and areas cov
ered by fastening plates. The effective cross-sectional 
area of the connectors is often reduced by corrosion, 
making the connectors more susceptible to stress failure. 
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Figure 121. Overloading. The copper gutter on the Senate 
House, Kingston, New York, insta lled in the 1920s, has been 
distorted by ice and snow; the seams between gutter sections 
have opened. The problems were compounded by the lack of 
stiffness of the gutter and the absence of adequate provisions 
for expans ion and con traction . The steel restaining straps are 
deteriorating because of an eLectroLytic reaction (gaLvanic 
corrosion) with the copper (the more nobLe meta/). 
(John G. Waite) 

Figure 123. Anchorage Failure. The nails holding down this 
section of embossed gaLvanized sheet-iron roofing have deteri
orated and the wind has lifted up the corner of the sheet, 
aI/owing water to Leak through the roof sheathing. Other sec
tions (not shown in the photo) had flapped in the wind until 
the sheet metaL cracked with fatigue faiLure and tore loose. In 
1977 this roof at St. Edward's University in Austin, Texas, 
was cleaned and supplemented with reproduction "shingles" 
where needed. (St. Edward's University) 

Figure 122. Structural Failure. This 19th-century wrought-iron truss bridge at Brunswick, New York, partia lly collapsed 
because the cut-stone abutment supporting it washed away. Once the support was removed, the bridge twisted . (John G. Waite) 
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Introduction 
Unfortunately, much of the technology that has been de
veloped by the museum conservator for treating small 
metal artifacts in a carefully controlled laboratory envi
ronment is not always transferable to the preservation of 
architectural metals. When dealing with historic build
ings, the architect is often confronted with deteriorated 
metal elements used either as structural members or as 
weather protection, such as roof coverings, flashings, 
and wall cladding. When these elements deteriorate or 
actually fail, it is not practical to treat them as museum 
objects under laboratory conditions because of their size 
or position. These elements are integral parts of build
ings and, therefore, cannot be easily removed and re
placed. Also, laboratory treatments may not replace lost 
material; thus, the components would be too weak to 
use. 

The big difference between the treatment of museum 
objects and architectural components is that once a mu
seum object is cleaned and treated, it is returned to a con
trolled environment and is never used. The opposite is 
true of metal architectural components. Once they are 
treated in situ, they remain in their original environment 
and must function as originally intended. For example, 
if a roof fails it is not just the roofing material itself that 
is affected (figure 124). The structure and fabric of the 
rest of the building as well as the contents of the build
ing can also be damaged. Therefore, it is not surprising 
to find that architectural metals that have failed are usu
ally removed and replaced with new material. 

a 

Chapter 11: General 
Preservation Methods 
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Figure 124. Successive Failure. If a metal architectural 
element such as a tinplate roof fails, more than just the tin
plate may be destroyed. (a) Deterioration is evident in the 
original framing and roof sheathing of the Schuyler Mansion 
entrance wing in Albany, New York . The entrance wing was 
added to the building about 1817 and reroofed with tinplate 
sheets during the 19th century. The tinplate gutter liners 
eventually deteriorated and were replaced with copper during 
the 1930s . However, the tinplate roof remained and electroly
sis occurred along the roof perimeter where the copp'er and 
tinplate were in contact. (b) Consequently, the tinplate was 
completely corroded away (as seen here) when the deteriorated 
roofing was removed. This resulted in major damage to the 
sheathing, framing, and masonry walls of the entrance. (John 
G. Waite) 
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~ practic~l reason for this approach is cost. The preser
vatIOn archItect normally deals with construction trades 
which, although skilled in conventional building tech
niques, have neither the training, experience, nor facility 
:-vith scie~tific. tec.hniques for conserving historic build
mg mate~Ials In SItU . lt is often less expensive to replace 
the detenorated metal than to experiment with its pres
ervation, which even if successful, may add only a few 
years to its life expectancy. If the replacement method is 
adopted and the original material is significant, it 
should either be left in place and covered or carefully re
moved and its location documented; the component (or 
at least a portion of it) should then be retained as a his
toric object. 

A number of methods have been developed to inhibit 
the start of corrosion in metals as well as to control corro
sion once it has begun. These methods, which will be dis
~ussed i~dividually, include the following: 13 proper 
mstallatIon of the metal elements; control of the environ
ment by the use of inhibitors; dehumidification; cathodic 
and galvanic protection; the use of metallic, ceramic, 
and organic coatings; and various options for replace
ment. 

Maintenance is the key to the long-term preservation 
of metal architectural elements. It is far more desirable 
to retain genuine old building material through con
tinuous maintenance than to replace it with even the 
highest quality of modern reproduction material. 
Professional conservation advice should be sought con
cerning the most effective preservation techniques, 
especially those relating to the application of paint as a 
preservative. In the case of metal structural systems, peri
odic structural inspections should be made using mod
ern, nondestructive methods of examination to detect 
the first signs of failure. 14 

Proper Design 
Much more is known about metals today than when 
they were first used in construction. In preserving and 
restoring historic buildings with metal components, 
proper design may be used to eliminate the cause of de
terioration or reduce its effect. A number of factors must 
be considered, including the following: avoidance of 
physical or electrolytic contact between dissimilar met
als; the selection of new metals that are compatible with 
the existing metals; the selection of suitable corrosion-re
sistant materials, when possible; provisions for the re
moval and prevention of trapped water; and the control 
of metallurgical factors such as heat-treatment, espe
cially for stress-relief where needed. Proper design 
should also take into account provisions for expansion 
and contraction to reduce internal thermal stresses in the 
metals caused by sun and shade. When working with 
historic buildings, it is often necessary to balance histori
cal accuracy with sound modern construction practices. 
Compromises may have to be made to insure that the 
techniques used do the least damage to the historical, 
aesthetic, and structural integrity of the building. 

Proper design may also include the over-sizing of ar
chitectural components that could be attacked by cor
rosion. A structure with oversized components will still 
have the structural capacity necessary to fulfill its func-
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tion even though corrosion may occur, reducing the 
cross-sectional area. For sheet metals, extra thickness or 
the use of sacrificial components may be desirable in cer
tain areas, such as flashing in valleys or other area 
where abrasive erosion may be anticipated. 

Control of the Environment 
Control of the environment generally is not possible 

for the preservation of architectural metals because it 
usually requires placing an air-tight envelope around 
the components being treated. However, some tech
niques to limit the destructive effects of the environment 
are currently in use. The following are brief descriptions 
of some of these: 15 

Dehumidification is the process of controlling the 
amount of moisture in the air surrounding a metal ele
ment so that water will not condense and dissolve the 
salts or acids on the surface to form an electrolyte. This 
is achievable with interior air-conditioned spaces, be
cause air conditioning dehumidifies and filters as it 
cools. Metal components in air-conditioned spaces 
corrode less rapidly than metals in noncontrolled en
vironments. (Caution should be exercised when dehu
midifying a building because of the effect it may have 
on the building envelope.) 

Cathodic Protection provides an electromotive force 
which counters the normal flow of current where corro
sion is occurring. Such a system is used on ships or 
steel bridges in sea water where low voltage impressed 
current is supplied to the objects, effectively reducing 
corrosion. Both the impressed current anode and the 
structure to be protected must be in the electrolyte. A 
similar mechanism is used when a sacrificial metal is 
coated on a metal architectural component, such as iron 
galvanized with zinc. Since the zinc is more active than 
the iron, the zinc will corrode sacrificially and the iron 
will be cathodically protected. 

Corrosion-Inhibitor is any substance which when 
added in small amounts to a corrosive environment, ef
fectively decreases the corrosion rate of the metal or 
alloy; examples are zinc chromate and red-lead paints. 

Protection with Applied Coatings 
Architectural metals can be protected by the factory 
application of coatings of other metals and ceramic mate
rials, and the factory or field application of organic 
substances (paints). Metal coatings can be factory ap
plied in the following ways to protect and isolate them 
from corrosive mediums: electrodeposition (plating); 
metal spraying; deposition from a vapor phase; dipping 
into molten metal; adhesive-metal powder techniques; 
metallic paints; and metallurgical bonding through roll
ing.16 Metallic coatings commonly used in construction 
include galvanizing (zinc), sherardizing (zinc), aluminiz
ing, terne (tin-lead), hot-dip tin, and lead coatings 
(dipped and rolled).J7 A more noble metal coating will 
accelerate corrosion of exposed areas of base metals. 

Metal structural elements can be protected from fire 
damage by the installation of insulative masonry clad
ding, such as brick, clay tile, or concrete. There are also 
compounds (paints) which intumesce (expand) during a 



fire to add thermal insulation to steel that has been 
coated with them thus providing some fire resistance. 

The deterioration of metal architectural elements 
caused by abrasion can be slowed by painting the metal
lic surface. For example, as a slate roof deteriorates, min
ute particles of slate break off and slide down the copper 
valley, eroding the valley until it is worn through. Paint
ing the copper will prolong the useful life of the valley 
by providing a renewable surface that protects the cop
per beneath. Ultimately, however, replacement of the 
damaged member may be necessary. 

In the case of human wear and tear, lacquer, wax, and 
oil have been applied to brass and bronze to resist corro
sion and provide a renewable surface. Replaceable plas
tic guards may be installed over the metal to prevent 
wear in high pedestrian traffic areas. 

The practice of protecting architectural metals with or
ganic coatings (paints) is very common. Generally the 
success of the coating depends upon surface prepara
tion, type of primer and finish coating, and the method 
of application. Paints reduce corrosion by permitting 
only a sluggish movement of ions through the paint film 
lying between the metal and corrosive environment. Ex
panded discussions on paint are contained in the sec
tions on individual metals. 

Cleaning methods in preparation for painting can be 
divided into three categories-chemical, thermal, and 
mechanical. Chemical methods include acid pickling 
and phosphate dipping. Since the use of acid may pre
dispose the metal toward subsequent corrosion, it is 
especially important to remove all traces of the acid 
thoroughly from the metal elements after treatment. 
When working with acids, care must also be taken to 
protect workers and materials, such as glass, masonry 
and landscape elements, which surround the metal 
component. 

The thermal method involves heating a corroded sur
face with oxyacetylene burners which crack off the corro
sion products, or change their chemical nature and 
cause them to powder away. 

Mechanical methods include various uses of abrasive 
materials or abrasive tools and equipment, such as scrap
ing, sanding, wire brushing, glass bead peening, or wet 
or dry grit blasting. For large-scale, very hard metal 
building components (such as cast iron), dry grit blast
ing may be preferable because it is more thorough, rela
tively easy, and therefore, more economical. Unlike wire 
brushing, dry grit blasting, commonly called sandblast
ing, does not introduce the risk of subsequent corrosion 
caused by putting another type of metal in contact with 
one being cleaned. A common technique, that should be 
avoided, is the use of a wire brush or steel wool on non
ferrous metals, which may cause galvanic corrosion or 
abrasion of the softer metal by the steel. (For further in
formation on sandblasting iron and steel, see section en
titled, Iron and Iron Alloys, in Chapter 12.) 

Another more delicate method of cleaning some of the 
harder metals is glass-bead blasting or peening. (See dis
cussion of abrasive cleaning of bronze and brass in the 
chapters on copper.) 

Most metals used structurally and/ or decoratively on 
historic buildings, with the exception of iron and bronze 
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(and some brasses), generally should not be cleaned me
chanically because they are quite soft and or thin and pli
able, and would be deformed, or their finish would be 
abraded by such a process. It is usually preferable to 
clean these softer metals (such as lead and zinc), sheet 
metals (such as sheet copper), and plated metals (such as 
tinplate, terneplate, chromeplate, and galvanized iron 
and steel) with a chemical or thermal method. Stainless 
steel and aluminum that were originally given a sand
blasted finish may usually be cleaned by sandblasting, 
but if they originally had a high polish, they should not 
be sandblasted. 

Once the surface of the metal has been cleaned of all 
corrosion products (standards exist to determine the de
gree of cleaning), a primer coat consisting of a liquid ve
hicle and a corrosion-resisting pigment is applied. The 
primer should be applied as soon as possible after clean
ing. When the primer is thoroughly dry, the finish coats, 
which generally consist of lacquers, varnishes (resins in 
solvent), enamels (pigmented varnishes), or special coat
ings, are applied. (For more detailed information, see dis
cussions on each metal.) 

Other organic coatings include catalyzed or conver
sion coatings which consist of an "epon" that may be 
modified with other resins such as vinyls, alkyds, poly
esters, et cetera; polyfluorinated ethylenes (Teflon); 
synthetic rubber; neoprene; rubber based on organic 
polysulfide (Thiokol); bituminous materials; and high
temperature organic paints formulated from silicone res
ins, ceramic-type pigments, and inert fillers. 

Mechanical Repairs 
Metal architectural elements that have deteriorated or 
failed because of corrosion or physical breakdown, espe
cially fatigue or overloading, can sometimes be repaired 
by patching, splicing, or reinforcing. 

Patching requires mending, covering, or filling a deterio
rated area with another piece of material. Depending on 
the type of metal and its location, the patch can be ap
plied by soldering or by using mechanical connections, 
such as rivets. For example, a copper cornice with local
ized deterioration or damage may be patched with sheet 
copper which has been folded or pressed to match the 
design of the section of the cornice being patched. Often 
patching refers to the repair of nonstructural architec
tural elements. To prevent galvanic corrosion, the patch 
material should be a very close match to the original ma
terial or it should be insulated from the original metal 
with nonporous insulation. 

Splicing refers to the repair of an architectural element, 
usually structural, by the replacement of the deterio
rated section with new material. For example, a deterio
rated or damaged section of the web or flange of a steel 
beam or column may be cut out and a plate of an appro
priate thickness welded in its place. Needless to say, all 
loads must be temporarily supported and the frame 
braced when structural members are repaired by splic
ing. The new material is connected to the existing con
struction in a manner that permits the connection to 
transfer the loads so that the repaired composite element 
acts as an integral unit. 
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Reinforcing is the repair of a damaged or deteriorated 
element by supplementing it with new metal material. 
For example, a damaged vertical truss member of a 
bridge may be straightened and reinforced with plates 
bolted to the member where it was formerly bent. The 
new metal does not replace the deteriorated element but 
is added to it so the old material can still serve its in
tended purpose while carrying only a proportion of the 
total load. 

Duplication and Replacement 
When metal architectural components are beyond repair 
or when the repairs are only marginally useful in extend
ing the functional life of the member, replacement of the 
deteriorated element with reproduction material is often 
the only practical solution. If the metal has deteriorated 
to a point where it has actually failed, duplication and re
placement is the only course of action. Architectural 
components that have been removed for a long time, 
such as parts of cast-iron storefronts, can be replaced by 
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new cast-iron members which are reproductions of the 
original (figures 169-174). 

Where deteriorated metal components, such as sheet 
roofing, are visually important to the building, they 
should be replaced with materials that duplicate the ap
pearance of the old by matching the original material in 
composition, size, and configuration of details. How
ever, if a metal building component is seldom seen from 
normal viewing angles, it may be acceptable to use a 
substitute material that does not match the original. 

Where historic metal structural elements have deterio
rated slightly, the elements may not have to be replaced, 
but can be preserved by changing the use of the building 
and/ or reducing the live loading. This is often done by 
posting signs to limit the number of people and / or 
weight of the contents. However, if deterioration contin
ues, some type of remedial treatment will be necessary. 
Where the deterioration is severe, structural architec
tural elements can be replaced with new members in 
most instances if the existing loading can be temporarily 
supported . 



Identification 
Copper, one of the most corrosion-resistant architectural 
metals, is ductile, malleable, nonmagnetic, high in elec
trical and thermal conductivity (second only to silver), 
and is easily soldered, welded, or brazed. It can be cast, 
drawn, extruded, hot and cold worked, spun, ham
mered, or punched.44 Copper is initially a bright reddish
brown in color, but when exposed to the atmosphere, it 
acquires a protective patina that turns from brown to 
black to green over a period that may extend for dec
ades, depending on environmental conditions. The pa
tina is actually a thin, tough layer of corrosion that 
usually prevents deeper and deeper layers of corrosion 
(such as rust, which can totally consume iron); therefore, 
even though copper corrodes, it is corrosion-resistant. 

Bronze and Brass are copper alloys that can be combina
tions (mixtures not compounds) of many elements. 
"True" bronze is composed of approximately 90% cop
per and 10% tin45 and is a rich pink metal seldom seen 
without an artificial brown patina or a natural green pa
tina. True bronze is particularly suited for casting be
cause of its fluidity in a molten state, its density (not 
porous), and its ability to retain an impression of even 
the most intricate mold. 

Bronze can also be rolled, extruded, and forged; and 
in most forms, it is resistant to the wear or abrasion of 
heavy use. Most bronzes used for architectural purposes 
today are not true bronzes but rather alloys of copper 
with silicon, manganese, aluminum, zinc, and other ele
ments-with or without tin. Any copper alloy that con
tains zinc is termed brass. However, some alloys have 
both tin and zinc; therefore, there is sometimes little to 
distinguish between some bronzes and brasses. 

To complicate this further, some copper alloys that are 
definitely brasses are marketed as bronzes. The three 
types of so-called bronzes most used for architectural 
purposes are "statuary bronze," " architectural bronze," 
and "commercial bronze." Of these, only statuary 
bronze is close in composition to a true bronze, since it is 
composed of approximately 97% copper, 2% tin, and 1 % 
zinc. Architectural bronze is really a leaded brass com
posed of 57% copper, 40% zinc, and 3% lead: and com
mercial bronze is a brass composed of 90% copper and 
10% zinc. 

Brass is an alloy of copper and zinc with small quanti
ties Jf other elements. The composition of brass may 
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vary from 95% copper and 5% zinc to 55% copper and 
45% zinc.46 

Brass varies from deep golden-brown to lemon
yellow to silvery-white depending on the amount of sur
face tarnish (oxidation) and the amount of zinc in the 
copper mix: 10% zinc for bronze color; 15% zinc for 
golden color; 20% to 38% zinc for yellow; and above 
45% for silvery-white.47 The color of brasses can also be 
artificially changed with chemical patinas, especially to 
achieve a brown statuary bronze color. Brasses are not 
as hard as steels, but are superior to them in workability 
and resistance to corrosion. 

In modern times, brasses are classified according to 
color (red, yellow), to zinc content (high, low), to metal
lographic constituents (Alpha, Beta), and to other metals 
present such as lead and arsenic.48 Common brasses 
include: 

Alpha brasses (95% copper and 5% zinc) have a wide 
range of colors; are ductile and can be cold worked with
out annealing and hot worked; are corrosion resistant; 
and have fair electrical and thermal conductivity. 

Beta brasses (55-65% copper and 45-35% zinc) have 
comparatively high tensile strength and hardness, fairly 
low melting points, and relatively poor corrosion resis
tance and electrical conductivity. Beta brasses are easily 
hot worked and may be cold worked without annealing, 
within limits. Their color range varies and becomes less 
red as the copper content is reduced . At 58% copper, the 
color matches that of commercial bronze, and the manu
facture by hot extrusion of complicated shapes, which 
are used with sheets of commercial bronze, is permitted. 

Leaded brasses are Alpha and Beta brasses to which 
lead is added to increase machinability or fluidity dur
ing the casting process. Leaded brasses are easily hot 
worked and may be cold worked within limits; how
ever, they are not as strong, hard, or corrosion resistant 
as Alpha and Beta brasses. 

Causes of Deterioration 
Copper is highly resistant to corrosion caused by the at
mosphere or salt water. It combines with hydrogen sul
fide and oxygen or sulfur dioxide to form a protective 
copper carbonate or copper sulfate patina49 which resists 
further corrosion and generally does not change further 
in appearance. However, copper is attacked by alkalis, 
ammonia, and various sulfur compounds that can com
bine with water to form sulfuric acid. Some bituminous 



roofing cements, containing sulfur compounds, will at
tack copper, as will sulfate-reducing bacteria, which act 
as a catalyst for corrosion. Copper is also corroded by 
rainwater that has become acidic through contact with 
moss, lichen, algae, or wood shingles. 

Copper is not very active galvanically and therefore is 
not usually subject to galvanic corrosion unless in con
tact with more noble metals, such as gold, and, under 
the right conditions, some stainless steels. However, if 
an electrolyte is present, the copper will act as a cathode 
and corrode other, more active, metals such as iron or 
steel (figure 145 and 146). 

Sheet copper roofing is vulnerable to mechanical 
breakdown of the individual metal units caused by in
sufficient provisions for thermal expansion and contrac
tion (figure 121), inadequate sheet thickness, excessively 
large sheet size, improper fastenings, insufficient sub
structure, and erosion caused by particle abrasion or the 
velocity effect of aerated water. Excessive thermal stress
ing causes the copper and its protective patina to be
come friable; eventually the metal may fatigue, resulting 
in bulges and cracks. Once fatigue cracks or splits occur, 
the roof or sheathing has failed as a weather-tight mem
brane (figure 147a). 

The failure of copper members can be accelerated by a 
number of factors. The use of rough and noncontinuous 
sheathing boards (figure 147b) or the use of bituminous 
or asphaltic building papers and patching compounds 
can damage a copper roof (figure 148). Any architectural 
element can fail from using the wrong temper or gauge 
of copper or by using fastenings that restrict free move
ment. 

Because of its softness, copper is easily eroded by abra
sive agents (figure 150). This is an especially acute prob
lem in roof flashing or valley areas where the copper can 
be worn so thin that it fails. It is also vulnerable to im
pact damage such as hail, and to fatigue and "inelastic 
deformation" as the result of wind damage (figure 146). 

Bronze and Brass, like copper, are corroded by exposure 
to moisture, acidity caused by polluted air or newly-cut 
wood, chlorides, acetates, and ammonia.50 Excrement 
from birds or other animals is acidic and can also dam
age bronze, brass, or copper (figure 151). 

Bronze and brass oxidize to form a patina that first 
turns brown, then, black, in color. This coating, consist
ing of copper sulfide, blackens further with an intermin
gling of dirt, soot, and dUSt. 51 This copper sulfide can 
oxidize to green-blue copper sulfate if the coating is reg
ularly washed with urban rainwater. Some of the sulfate 
will dissolve and form a green stain on stone or wood 
beneath the bronze or brass elements. 

Salt used to melt snow in the winter can be splashed 
up on doors, leaving unsightly corrosion, which is also 
damaging to the bronze (figure 152). Improper cleaning 
of doors is also frequently a problem (figure 153). Al
though ''bronze disease" is a problem with bronze arti
facts that were once buried in the earth, it is seldom a 
problem with outdoor bronze sculpture or architectural 
elements.52 

A kind of corrosion peculiar to brass or bronze with a 
composition of more than 15% zinc is dezincification.53 

This occurs where acids and other strongly conducting 
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Figure 145. Galvanic Deterioration. An electrolytic reaction 
between the copper roof and the cast-iron roof finial and 
monitor window frames on the former Temple Beth Emeth, 
Albany, New York, built in 1887, is causing extensive deteri
oration of the iron. The corrosion products are staining and 
streaking the copper. Another area where deterioration is 
occurring is the valley, which has been coated with an alu
minumized asphalt roofing compound. Electrolysis is occur
ring between the copper and aluminum (causing the less noble 
aluminum to corrode) and between the aluminum and cast 
iron of the monitor window frames (causing the less noble 
aluminum to corrode). (John G. Waite) 

solutions are present. The copper-zinc alloy is dissolved; 
the copper is redeposited electrochemically; and the zinc 
either remains in solution or its compounds form a scale. 
Dezincification may leave the metal pitted, porous, 
and/ or weak depending on the extent and severity of 
the corrosion. 

For many years, the natural corrosion patina on out
door bronzes, which varies in color from green to black, 
was thought to provide protection against further corro
sion. However, this is not always true. It depends upon 
(1) how the patina is formed and (2) whether it is soluble 
in its localized environment. If the patina is formed uni
formly and adheres tightly to the surface of the bronze, 
forming an impervious coating, the patina usually will 
protect the metal from further corrosion. For various rea
sons, some corrosion products are porous and allow cor-
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rosion to continue deeper and deeper. Factors that 
probably influence how the patina is formed are wind 
patterns, rain, surface dirt and soot, industrial pollution, 
bird droppings, and so forth. In addition, if the patina is 
soluble in rain contaminated with dissolved chemicals, 
the patina will offer little protection. When the patina 
washes away, fresh metal is exposed; it corrodes, is dis
solved, and washes away again. If this cycle is repeated 
many times, a significant loss of material can result. To 
complicate matters, the porosity and solubility of the pa
tina may vary from spot to spot on one piece of bronze. 

Severe pitting and obvious loss of material from cor
rosion are good indications that the patina is not protec
tive. There are no simple tests to confirm this condition. 
A bronze conservator should be retained to diagnose the 
situation and prescribe a conservation treatment. 

Bronze is a very durable material. It has always been 
expensive, which has usually limited its use to well
maintained, monumental buildings, such as banks. How
ever, occasionally bronze architectural elements are van
dalized or damaged, as when an automobile damages a 
street lamp (figure 154) or when graffiti covers a bronze 
door. 

Figure 146. Loose and Damaged Copper Cladding and Deteriorated Steel Fire Escapes. The corner bay of the Hotel Margaret 
(1889) in Brooklyn Heights, New York, was clad ill omamental pallels of pressed sheet copper. Anchors have deteriorated andthe wllld has 
lifted the comers. Galvallic action between the noble copper and the baser steel (In the fire escape) has caused the steel to deterIorate. 
(David w. Look) 
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Figure 147. Fatigue Failure. Fatigue failure occurred on the 
cooper roof installed during the 1920s on the Senate House in 
Kingston, New York. (a) Failure was caused by cyclical 
expansion and contraction of the copper without adequate pro
vis ions for it. Additionally, the copper sheet was too thin and 
not rigid enough to resist buckling and saggillg between the 
too-widely-spaced roof sheathing. The use of bituminous 
roofing paper between the copper and sheathing also con
tributed to the failure ; when the paper was heated by the sun, 
it adhered to the copper, further rest ricting its movement (see 
figure 117). (b) The drawing shows the actual roof installa
tion and the correct procedure, which allows for expansion 
and contraction. (John G. Waite) 

SENATE HOU3E CORRECT IN5TALLATION 

b L-______________________________________ ~ 
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Figure 148. Inappropriate Patching Compounds. 
Corrosion of a copper roof ridge on the Dakota Apartments 
(1884) , New York City , was caused by the use of an asphalt 
roofing compound for temporary patches over nailheads and 
joints between ridge sections. (John G. Waite) 

Figure 149. Resistance to Corrosion. Little damage had 
occurred to the copper at The Statue of Liberty. Galvanic cor
rosion , however, occurred where saline rainwater provided the 
electrolyte between the copper and the iron armature, result
ing in considerable loss in the cross-section of the armature. 
(Robert Baboian) 
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Figure 150. Erosion of Copper. This eaves detail of the 1920s copper roof on the Senate House State Historic Site in Kingston, 
New York, illustrates erosion of the copper at the edge of the roof caused by continued exposure to rain and snow, which scoured 
the roof as it flowed to the gutter. Fatigue failure has also occurred at the base of the standing seam, resulting in a tearing of the 
copper. Th is fai lure was caused by the lack of provision for expansion and con traction, as well as the use of bituminous roofing 
felts, which restricted the movement of the copper. (John C. Waite) 

Figure 151. Bird Droppings. The 1914 bronze memorial to 
the writing of the "Star Spal1g led Banner," which is located 
in a niche on the porch of the Baltimore City Hall, is a 
favori te roost for birds. Bird droppings contain acids which 
are harmfu l to bronze and should be removed periodically. 
(David W. Look) 
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Figure 152. Snow Salt Damage. On the Circuit Court of Appeals Building in Washington, D.C., the lower extremities of the 
exterior-bronze gates are discolored and unsightly from repeated splashing of snow-removal salt. As long as the salt remains on 
the gates, the bronze will continue to deteriorate and its surface may even become pitted. (David W. Look) 
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Figure 153. Improper Cleaning of Bronze. The bronze doors on the Pennsylvania Avenue side of the National Archives in 
Washington, D.C. , were cleaned improperly. They now vary in color from a golden bronze to green to copper orange and brassy 
yellow. Some of the original artificiaL patina applied at the foundry has been removed, Leaving a blotchy appearance. Part of the 
corrosion from the deicing salt remains , and the doors have a streaked , unattractive appearance. At this point , the onLy feasibLe 
treatment would be to clean the doors thoroughly (down to the bright meta!) , by mild chemicaLs or soft abrasive cleaning. A new 
artificiaL patina could be applied to return the doors to their original appearance. To protect against future damage, the doors 
should be given a barrier coating of wax which will need to be renewed periodically. The maintenance staff should be notified not 
to use salt near the doors and not to clean or polish the doors other than washing them down once a year with a nonionic detergent . 
When washed, the doors shouLd be thoroughLy rinsed with distilled water and wiped dry with a clean cloth to prevent water spots 
and streaks. (David W. Look) 

Methods of Preservation and Repair 
Copper is very durable and seldom needs maintenance 
but it can be painted to prevent erosion. It can be dif
ficult to obtain a good bond between the copper and 
paint because grease and oil are rolled into the surface 
pores of the copper during manufacturing. Tradition
ally, lead-based paints were often used in the first or 
prime coat to obtain a good paint bond to the metal. The 
following instructions for cleaning and for obtaining a 
good paint bond are given in a 1956 edition of Kidder
Parker.54 
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1. The surface must be thoroughly cleaned and rough
ened using a solution of 4 ounces copper sulfate to 
1;2-gallon lukewarm water with l,.g-ounce nitric 
acid. 

2. The first coat of paint is to consist of 15 pounds red 
lead to I-gallon raw linseed oil, with not more than 
Ih-pint oil dryer. 

3. The final two coats of paint are to consist of 15 
pounds white lead to I-gallon raw linseed oil and 
not more than 5% oil dryer and color pigments. 
(Alkyd resin paints specially formulated for copper 



use with the appropriate primer are now usually 
substituted for the lead-base paint, but alkyd resin 
paints do not provide as good protection against 
erosion and the metal must be repainted more 
often.) 

However, red and white lead paint are now consid
ered to be health hazards. For this reason, high-perfor
mance coating systems, such as epoxy primer and 
urethane finish coats, are now used in place of the tradi
tional red lead and linseed oil paint. The water runoff 
from roofs with copper valleys painted with lead-based 
paint is just as harmful, if ingested, as water from lead 
or lead-coated copper roofs. In fact, it is not recom
mended that water from any roof be consumed by peo
ple or animals. 

There are some cases where a natural or unpatinated 
copper color is desirable; hence, a clear coating, is used. 
After the copper elements are completely cleaned of 
flux, dirt, and oxide by a recommended process of abra
sion, they can be protected by a lacquer or Incralac coat
ing. Incralac contains an acrylic resin, a chelating agent 
(Benztriazole), and a leveling agent in toluene or butyl 
acetate. The application of three separate coats should 
build up an optimal protective coating of more than 
0.001 inches in thickness on the surface.55 If lacquer or In
cralac is used to coat copper, the copper will retain its 
original color for a number of years; the natural protec
tive patina will not form, except where the coating is bro
ken or worn away. In addition to lacquer, wax coatings 
may also be used to protect the copper. 

When copper architectural elements deteriorate, they 
should be examined by a specialist to determine if they 
can be salvaged. If this is not possible, the damaged ele
ment should be replaced with new copper of the same 
weight, configuration, and temper or hardness. Fatigue 
damage should never be repaired using soldered 
patches or soft solder (a lead-tin alloy) to fill stress 
cracks; this solder has a different coefficient of expan
sion than the copper and will eventually break away. 
Solder is inherently a weak alloy and should be used 
only to create watertight joints, not where tensile or com
pressive strength is needed. However, it does provide 
some strength in connecting sheets of copper in 
"weights" less than 20 ounces.56 To connect thicker 
sheets, over 20 ounces, copper rivets must be used. All 
solder used for copper, either for repair or new installa
tions, should be composed of 50% pig lead and 50% 
block tin and should be applied using a noncorrosive 
rosin flux. 57 Copper can be welded if the sheets are of 
sufficient thickness. 

Where new sheets of copper are used to repair an ex
isting copper architectural component, the maximum 
length of the sheets should be 8 feet. Adequate provi
sions should be made for thermal expansion and 
contraction within the repaired area and all fastenings 
should utilize copper cleats held with either copper nails 
or brass screws. Copper roofing sheet should be sepa
rated from the wooden sheathing by rosin building 
paper to allow free movement of the sheets (figure 147b). 

Bronze or Brass can be repaired in a variety of ways. If a 
bronze or brass object is dented, it may be hammered 
back in place if the backside is accessible and the metal 
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is not too thick. However, if the metal has stretched, it 
will be difficult to hammer it back to its original configu
ration. Severely damaged sections can be cut out, recast, 
and reattached by riveting or brazing, a form of solder
ing with a bronze or brass filler metal. Likewise, missing 
pieces can be reproduced (figure 154). Some scratches 
can be buffed to match the original finish and texture, as 
can brazed joints. 

Before bronze or brass objects can be brazed they 
must be cleaned to provide good bonding. At other 
times, cleaning may be necessary to remove salts, bird 
droppings, or dirt. Sometimes cleaning is done only for 
cosmetic reasons. All cleaning removes some surface 
metal and patina; therefore, it should not be done with
out good reason. Excessive cleaning can remove the tex
ture and finish of the metal. Since the patina can protect 
the bronze or brass from further corrosion, it should be 
retained if possible. Heat from brazing or welding will 
affect the patina, causing a change in color that may be 
permanent. If the patina is removed when repairs are 
made, it can be replaced slowly by weathering which 
takes 8-10 years; however, the resulting blotchiness may 
not be acceptable. The patina can be replaced rapidly by 
chemical means to match the rest of the work if neces
sary; however, repatination may also remove a slight 
amount of surface metal (see below). 

Surface deposits and corrosion products can be par
tially or totally removed from copper, bronze, and brass 
by various procedures. These range from gentle wash
ing with deionized water, a non-ionic detergent, and 
natural bristle brushes; to chemical stripping; to air
abrasive blasting, using a variety of abrasive media such 
as soft organic blasting media like crushed walnut shells 
or corn cobs, to much harder media like plastic or glass 
beads. Chemical compounds such as rottenstone and oil, 
whiting and ammonia, and precipitated chalk and am
monia, can be used along with very mild abrasive tech
niques such as rubbing with a clean, soft cloth.58 Thick 
crust can be removed by sodium hexametaphosphate 
and water or dilute sulfuric acid and water prepared 
and used by persons trained in handling this dangerous 
acid.59 Commercial companies that routinely clean and 
maintain bronze work use a variety of "secret" formulas 
which are generally based on their experience and con
form to the recommendations of the Copper Develop
ment Association. It suggests using a 5% oxalic acid and 
water mixture together with finely ground India pumice 
powder.60 This slurry mixture is rubbed on with a clean 
soft cloth. After thorough rinsing with clean water, the 
surface is wiped dry with a clean soft cloth to prevent 
water spotting (figure 155). 

Sandblasting, a common method for cleaning cast 
iron, is particularly damaging to bronze surfaces. In ad
dition, the practice of cleaning bronze surfaces with 
glass bead peening, common during the 1970s, has 
fallen out of favor. Moreover, cleaning down to a bright 
metal surface, by any means, is often inappropriate and 
unnecessary. In recent years, gentler low-pressure blast
ing procedures have been developed by conservators of 
outdoor bronze sculpture. Using softer blasting media, 
(crushed walnut shells are currently the most popular), 
these cleaning methods seek to remove grime and super
ficial corrosion products while leaving intact more 
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Figure 154. Damage to Bronze. In the Court Square Historic District in Springfield , Massachusetts , five of six bronze street 
lamps were vandalized or accidently damaged by automobiles backing into parking spaces . (a) The one lamp that survived intact 
was used to make new molds . (b)The missing leg and lamp were recast (not shown) and/or repaired with fund s from a matching 
grant from the National Park Service in 1976. The recast pieces were chemically treated to obtain a green patina that matched the 
weathered appearance of the original sections of the lamps. A plan was drafted to relocate the lamps 12 inches from their previous 
position at the curb to prevent any further damage from parking automobiles . (Thomas Taylor) 
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Figure 155. Cleaning Bronze. Recently, the exterior bronze
work was cleaned on the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company 
on the corner of Wall and Board streets in Manhattan. The 
original finish of the bronze was a statuary brown artificial 
patina (a chemical process developed in the 19th century) 
with the bas-relief sculpture highlighted in a lighter pinkish
gold color, probably just the natural color of bronze without 
artificial or natural patina . The bronzework was cleaned and 
sealed with a clear coating. Without a coating, a natural 
patina would form, causing slow color change from pinkish 
gold to brown to black and eventually to green over an 8-10 
year period. The colors are usually uneven and streaked 
because of the local pattern of wind and rain. The formation 
of a natural patina would eventually destroy the contrast 
between the statuary brown and pinkish gold, which was the 
original intention of the architects, Trowbridge and 
Livingston, when the bank was built in 1913. (David W. 
Look) 
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firmly adhered corrosion products, as well as the metal 
substrate below. 

Whether or not surface cleaning produces a bright 
metal surface, surface coloration can be modified 
through the creation of chemically-induced patinas. The 
color range of bronze patinas includes red-brown, gold
brown, shades of green or blue-green, and black. Per
haps more important to the visual appearance is the 
modulation of specified colors to achieve subtle varia
tions that can enhance highlights and shadows. 

Once a bronze or brass surface has been cleaned, some 
type of barrier coating should be applied to prevent or 
limit future corrosion. These coatings are designed to 
prevent or minimize contact between the metal and 
moisture and pollutants. Original foundry-applied wax 
or shellac coatings usually deteriorate with time, expo
sure, and lack of maintenance and therefore need to be 
renewed. The organic coatings most frequently used for 
maintaining architectural bronze include waxes, which 
require reapplication at six-month to two-year intervals; 
lacquers, which require removal and reapplication at 
three- to five-year intervals; and combinations of lac
quers and waxes. 

Lacquer is a type of surface coating in which a binder 
consists of an organic film-forming substance, often dis
solved in a solvent. The term lacquer is usually reserved 
for coatings obtained by physical drying, whereas a var
nish contains a drying oil and is thus dried by oxidation. 
Upon exposure to the atmosphere, the polymers that 
make up lacquers tend to attach themselves to each 
other, a chemical process known as cross-linking. Cross
linked materials are difficult to break up by solvents or 
by application of reasonable amounts of heat, which 
makes them nearly irreversible. The potential of some 
lacquers to undergo cross-linking raises concerns regard
ing their use as protective coating for bronze sculpture. 

Wax coatings are widely used in the conservation of 
outdoor bronze statuary. Waxes are used in various for
mulations and are applied using a variety of methods. 
Both natural and synthetic waxes are commonly applied 
directly to heated or ambient temperature bronze sur
faces, or applied cold as a finish coating over lacquer. 
While the lifespan of waxes is shorter than that of lac
quers and varnishes, waxes tend not to cross-link, mak
ing removal relatively easy. Further, waxes are a more 
forgiving type of coating. Small scratches and pinholes 
tend to "self-heal" as the wax can soften and redistribute 
itself somewhat at typical outdoor temperatures. Many 
conservators of outdoor bronzes add sacrificial cold wax 
coatings to lacquered surfaces. 

The useful lives of present organic coatings differ, de
pending upon their nature and upon the vicissitudes of 
the surrounding environment. All coatings should be pe
riodically inspected and renewed when needed. In addi
tion, they should be readily removable through means 
that will not damage the metal substrate. 

The cleaning and repair of copper, bronze, and brass 
should not be considered a "do-it-yourself" project. A 
qualified metal conservator should assess the condition 
of the material and design an appropriate treatment that 
will then be carried out by the conservator, or an experi
enced and well-supervised staff of technicians. 
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is restored by hand brushing with a finishing compound 
of ground pumice and water; and the buffed surface is 
restored by hand rubbing with pumice.142 An anodized 
or conversion coating will be damaged by any of these 
methods. The repair and refinishing of these and other 
special finishes can only be done under factory condi
tions. 

Bare finishes, anodized finishes, or conversion coat
ings should be protected by a coating of varnish or wax 
because there is usually no inexpensive way to restore a 
damaged anodized coating other than factory refinish
ing.143 However, a portable hand-held anodizer was re
cently developed for the space program. Anodized 
aluminum elements should be washed at regular inter
vals to prevent the accumulation of dirt particles and 
other pollutants. If allowed to accumulate on the sur
face, dirt and grime will eventually break down the ano
dized coating. 

Although not recommended for all repairs, the follow
ing techniques can be used to join aluminum elements: 
oxy-gas or acetylene welding, brazing, resistance weld
ing, inert-gas-shielded arc processes, adhesive bonding, 
bolting, and riveting. l44 

Although welding is not difficult under field condi
tions, replacement is usually the most practical solution 
to the problem of a damaged structural architectural ele
ment or sheathing. Solder (a lead and tin mixture) 
should never be used for repairing a damaged alumi
num roof because of potential galvanic action between 
the s?lder .and.aluminum. Aluminum roofing should be 
applIed WIth rIveted or other mechanical, non soldered 
and nonwelded connections. 
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Conclusion 
This report, initially published in 1980, is intended to 
~rovide upd?ted guidance in the identification, preserva
tion, and mamtenance of historic metal building compo
nents. The hist0.ric preservation movement, begun in the 
1960s, has only m recent years seriously utilized scien
tific conservation technology. As the preservation and 
reuse of historic buildings increased dramatically in the 
1980s and into the last decade of the 20th century, how
ever, some new technologies have become available for 
treating his.toric building materials, including metals. In 
the future, It may be possible to preserve in situ even 
more metal architectural elements that today can be pre
~erved only by treatment in the laboratory. It is still as 
Important as it was in 1980 that, when treating architec
tural metals, reversible methods be utilized so that the 
historic components will survive for the future when 
more effective technology may be available. 
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June 3, 2015 

 

 

Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors 
Attn.  Dean Thompson 
201 W. Main Street 
Decorah, IA     52101 
 
 
RE:  Winneshiek County Courthouse 
 201 W. Main St., Decorah, IA 
 TAN Project:  T00-724 

Dear Board Members, 

Thank you for the time spent with me on 7 May 2015 during my site visit.  I am pleased to 
hear of the efforts being considered to improve and maintain this important National 
Register listed resource.  I hope my comments at our meeting and the information in this 
report will be helpful towards that goal 

Please remember the scope of this report is targeted towards items you expressed concern 
over and is not intended to describe in any detail work related to those items or other 
rehabilitation or ongoing facility maintenance work that may be noted in the report.  
Plaster damage at the arch above the entrance to the main courtroom, restoration of the 
main courtroom’s decorative plaster ceiling and possible floor plan alterations in the main 
courtroom to improve security are the items you requested I comment on.  Additionally, 
the report includes recommendations to develop a building Master Plan, replace 
inappropriate windows and implement HVAC system changes to improve the building’s 
“curb appeal” by making ground mounted equipment less conspicuous. 

Specific architectural design and engineering is beyond the scope of this report.  This report 
does not provide specifications or sufficiently detailed descriptions of work to secure 
proposals or to complete the work of a project.  Suggestions made in this report should be 
further verified by more complete observations, analysis, and where appropriate 
professional guidance before implementation; this is a preliminary overview only. 

Construction at this building should not adversely impact its historic character nor should it 
require significant changes to or loss of historic features or materials considered to be 
character defining elements.  Appropriate and regular maintenance will serve you well as 
you work towards the goal of continuing a good standard of care commensurate with the 
building’s use as a community resource while protecting its historic character. 
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PROJECT PLANNING - DEVELOPING A MASTER PLAN 
GENERAL 
Building stabilization and rehabilitation work must be coordinated as the details of each project component 
evolve. The overall success of building stewardship depends on development of a coordinated plan (Master 
Plan) that includes at a minimum, both stabilization work and rehabilitation work.  Work completed prior to 
understanding the scope of the entire project (whether it is for STABILIZATION OR REHABILITATION) may be a 
wasted or inefficient effort if it must be undone to accomplish subsequent work.  This suggests that, unless 
a given work item is determined to be of critical importance to life/safety and or preservation of building 
fabric, implementation should wait until the full planning process is complete and the entire scope of the 
master plan is identified and sufficiently understood.  This in turn leads to a suggestion that the building’s 
master plan be developed as soon as practical in tandem with a stabilization plan if needed.   

BUILDING STABILIZATION  
 Deals primarily with high priority tasks such as correcting safety concerns, protecting the structure 

from moisture damage and necessary maintenance work needed to address concerns that may cause 
or accelerate deterioration if ignored as well as tasks generally associated with mothballing when 
called for.  BUILDING STABILIZATION tasks generally need to be implemented soon to reduce potential for 
damage or danger. 

BUILDING REHABILITATION 
 Work to develop and implement a building rehabilitation plan created to address needed repairs and 

project specific improvements such as those needed to address changes in building codes and any 
contemplated alterations to accommodate building usage all while maintaining sensitivity to the 
building’s historic character.  BUILDING REHABILITATION tasks are often presented as a multiple phase 
scenario to allow for distribution of costs over an extended period. 

Because construction activity has great potential to impact a building’s historic character it must be 
completed with great care and with specific attention to protecting surviving (known and discovered) 
historic fabric.  The success of a protecting historic fabric and character through the life of a building 
depends on developing the active (current) project plan in conjunction with an overall plan for the facility 
(Master Plan).  Although typically implemented early in the project, building stabilization actions where 
needed, should be tempered and guided by goals consistent with the longer term vision for the building’s 
rehabilitation.  Such overarching guidance is found in Attachment 1 “The Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation” (STANDARDS) and the recommendation made in this report to develop a 
Master Plan for the building’s rehabilitation early in the project’s timeline.  

Development of a set of well documented and published long range and short range goals for the proposed 
use and for rehabilitation of the building and site will help with fiscal planning and may position you and 
your financing partners to react quickly when you become aware of funding sources or specific 
development opportunities.  A Master Plan that outlines and illustrates the types of repair and alteration 
work you hope to accomplish, including probable construction costs may be a useful tool for seeking grants 
and other funding as well as providing a road map for you to follow over time. This is an important 
beginning step in a process of refinement that continues through the life of a building. 

BUILDING EVALUATION AND STABILIZATION  
This step involves preparation of a Condition Report or similar document which identifies and prioritizes 
concerns related to the basic building as it now stands.  This document establishes a baseline for the 
building and proposes remedial actions associated with a basic project to protect the building from further 
deterioration and generally includes: 
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• Establish your vision for the building 
• Identify your professional consultant team 
• Measured drawings, based on field measurements or existing drawings 
• Identification of the building’s character defining features and materials to ensure protection 

through the stabilization/rehabilitation process 
• Architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical observations and prioritized suggestions for 

remedial work 
• Research into completed studies 
• Research maintenance history and work completed where pertinent 
• Opinions of probable construction costs for remedial work 

BUILDING REHABILITATION 
This effort defines the project’s rehabilitation goals and strategies for implementation through 
development of a written program statement and schematic drawings showing proposed architectural, 
structural, mechanical and electrical alterations for the entire project and should include: 

• Identification of appropriate treatments for the building’s character defining features and materials 
to ensure protection of the building’s overall historic character 

• Written description of how the building and site will be used including any special requirements for 
the project 

• Design study drawings showing how proposed uses may fit into the building/site (or if not a fit, 
then what compromise is necessary) 

• Analysis of applicable codes 
• Outline specification for proposed work, and  
• Opinions of probable construction costs 

Frequently work must be phased to match available finances with construction and other costs.  While this 
is not the most cost effective approach, often it is the only option when financial resources are limited.  
Care should be taken when planning phased projects to be certain “new work” is not going to be lost when 
the next project is started.  A Master Plan may help with that type of project coordination. 

The products of the Building Stabilization Planning and Building Rehabilitation Planning processes combine 
to form the project’s Master Plan.  Based on these documents strategies for implementing the project are 
defined and implemented.  This is a process of continuous refinement throughout the life of the building 
which should be periodically updated and refined to meet changing circumstances. 

SITE OBSERVATIONS AND GENERAL COMMENTS 
Following are my notes and recollections of our discussions at the site. 

DECORATIVE PLASTER DAMAGE AT ARCHED ENTRY INTO MAIN COURTROOM 
Active leaking causing damage to the decorative plaster arch above the southern entrance into the main 
courtroom from the rotunda was reported.  Observation of similar arches located off the upper level 
rotunda indicate this same type of leak may have existed at each of the four similar archways leading to 
spaces off the rotunda.  This observation is based only on visible evidence of previously made plaster 
repairs at each of these locations.  Currently, active leaking is reported only at the arch in the southeast 
corner of the rotunda (over the rear entrance door to the main courtroom).  

Plaster damage is shown in the following photo set.  The historic drawing (center photo) illustrates the 
extent of structural steel supporting the clock tower.  The support steel ultimately bears its load near the 
observed plaster damage providing a potential pathway to the decorative plaster from moisture sources 
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well above the area of plaster damage.  Similar columns are positioned near the location of the active leak 
and each of the suspected previous leak sites.  The photo at the right of the set shows water staining on 
this steel suggesting at least one potential moisture path that should be actively observed during an active 
leak event.   In addition the photo at right shows staining on upper areas of brick suggesting moisture 
movement through the masonry walls and ceiling referred to as efflorescence. 

Plaster damage above courtroom entrance Historic Drawing Section at Base of 
Clock Tower 

Staining visible on structural elements. 
Standing at base of column looking up. 

 

The visible efflorescence noted in the previous photo set on interior masonry walls and ceilings may be 
related to closure of a weephole system that was designed into the original construction detailing.  The 
partial historic drawing shown below indicates that a joint was identified to remain open in the original 
detailing.  This open joint was intended to provide a pathway for moisture to exit the wall.  Current photos 
show the joint has been filled, blocking the intended drainage course.  It’s not known when this joint was 
filled compared to the appearance of the efflorescence and interior plaster damage.  It may be possible for 
this trapped moisture to also find its way down the masonry walls to the decorative archway plaster.  The 
original drainage course should be reopened to relieve trapped moisture as originally intended. 

 

Open joint (weephole) shown in 
original documents 

 

Another source of moisture are deteriorated mortar joints in exterior stonework.  Access and observations 
were made only at the balustrade level of the clock tower, the following photos illustrate open joints and 
deteriorated joints allowing moisture into the wall system.  All open and deteriorated mortar joints should 
located and filled with appropriate mortar to ensure the potential water paths are sealed. 

Weephole joint appears filled in current 
photo 

Visible efflorescence may be due to 
exterior weephole joints filled in error 

by well-intentioned repair work 
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Typical stonework at tower Example of open/deteriorated 
vertical mortar joint 

Example of open/deteriorated vertical mortar 
joint 

 

It is important to have safe, well lit, easily accessible pathways through 
the attic to allow for routine observation and investigation of problems 
when they arise.  Currently, there are random pathways of loose laid 
planks with various building elements providing additional and 
uncertain footholds.  Insulation on the attic “floor” conceals safe (and 
unsafe) foot placement locations.  A lightweight system of attic 
walkways, structurally independent of the plaster below should be 
installed to allow for regular and safe access to the attic spaces.  I was 
not able to safely travel to other areas of the attic that may have 
yielded additional information because of my concern over missing my 
footing and damaging underlying plaster or injuring myself or another 
building occupant. 

Abandoned electrical and other abandoned building components 
should be removed from the attic.  Utility lights or conveniently 
located outlets should be provided to allow for the use of portable 

lighting are suggested.  All debris should be removed from the attic space. 

ATTIC INSULATION 
Due to active leaking, such as that near the decorative plaster arches, some areas of insulation in the attic 
may be wet.  Where leaks are suspected and the insulation is found to be or appears to have been wet at a 
previous time the insulation should be removed.  Damp insulation is not effective, causes and accelerates 
underlying material damage and conceals other items of potential concern such as the deterioration of 
support systems, rusting metal lath and perhaps mold.  Spot removal of suspected wet areas of insulation 
as an exploratory approach allows for observation and analysis of underlying conditions which can then be 
assessed to draw conclusions about the condition of other insulated areas that might be anticipated. 

Even beyond the areas of active leaking there is a concern about moisture in the attic insulation because 
there does not appear to be a vapor barrier installed on the warm side of the attic insulation.  A large 
assembly space such as the main courtroom as well as other occupied spaces have the potential to 
generate a great deal of moisture vapor from occupant load.  When this moisture laden air passes through 
the insulation as it will in the absence of a vapor retarder, the air cools and some of the vapor condenses in 
the insulation.  The resulting wet insulation is less effective, does not dry and can result in damage to 
underlying materials.  In the most severe cases this trapped moisture may lead to mold growth. 
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MAIN COURTROOM CEILING 
An interest in removing the suspended acoustic ceiling was expressed.  A coffered decorative plaster ceiling 
was observed above the existing ceiling.  There is evidence of some previous moisture damage and areas of 
the ceiling are damaged by the installation of the suspended ceiling and wiring.  The majority of the ceiling 
does not appear to be significantly damaged or deteriorated making this a project to consider further. 
Restoration of the decorative coffered ceiling will have a tremendous visual impact on the courtroom’s 
general appearance as well as the sense of importance associated with the function of such a space.   

Part of the process of restoring the plaster ceiling should include a layer paint color analysis to help 
determine the original paint colors used on the ceiling and the walls.  This information will guide color 
selection for the project.  We also discussed searching for historic photos or other sources to confirm 
whether or not decorative painting, stenciling or other graphics exist under the current painting in which 
case careful restoration of those elements should be considered.   

HVAC ducting positioned just below the plaster ceiling towards the rear of the courtroom will need to be 
relocated and the courtroom HVAC system redesigned.  Preliminary thinking suggests this can be 
accomplished using existing major equipment components.  Distribution and terminal components of the 
system would need to be changed.  The need to bring fresh air into the space could be accomplished 
relatively unobtrusively through the attic space.  Wall or ceiling cassettes similar to those used in the small 
courtroom are a possibility.  Alternatively, floor mounted units concealed in cases reminiscent of radiator 
covers is another approach to disguise this non-historic equipment.  Ideally, the room concealing HVAC 
equipment, constructed at the rear corner of the courtroom should be removed because it remains a 
modern intrusion in an otherwise pristine space.  Detailing of the HVAC system modifications is an 
important component of the restoration of the plaster ceiling so it is accomplished without drawing 
attention from the ceiling to the mechanical system components. 

Restoration of the plaster ceiling also requires changes to the room’s lighting systems.  This is an 
opportunity to provide more efficient fixtures that are more compatible with the room’s character and to 
detail how the lighting system functions to allow for improved use of the space for variety of needs that 
may arise during proceedings. 
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MAIN COURTROOM ALTERATIONS 
We touched briefly on some of the ideas being weighed relating to courtroom alterations for improved 
safety, function and accessibility.  Improvements such as these must be well coordinated with the historic 
character of the space so that character is not diminished by changes.  To the greatest extent possible this 
means retaining historic alignments, travel paths and built-in functions of the space including items like 
judge’s bench, witness stand, jury box and bar.  Alterations to the space that are modern additions to 
accommodate changing needs should be done with a sensitivity to the historic character of the space 
without conveying a false sense of history.  Making new construction so closely matched to historic 
construction that it cannot be differentiated is an example of creating a false sense of history. 

In my opinion, with study and analysis the modern needs of the courtroom and associated proceedings can 
be achieved while enhancing and preserving the historic character of this space. 

WINDOW REPLACEMENT 
Historic windows were replaced with units that do not accurately represent the historic sash thus altering 
the historic character of the building facades as well as individual rooms.   

Clear anodized aluminum frames and windows that only partially fill the masonry openings are a harsh 
contrast to the historic sash.  It appears in the historic photo that sashes at the building corners were 
detailed as two panes of glass over two panes of glass (aka 2/2) while other sash were 1/1.  This distinction 
was lost in the modern window replacement project.   

Replacement of windows in the rehabilitated courtroom could be done as a separate project from a larger 
project to eventually restore all windows to their historic configurations.  While preferable to replace all 
the windows at once this is a task that could be accomplished in a multi-phase plan. 

          1/1 sash      2/2 sash 
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MISCELLANEOUS HVAC IMPROVEMENTS 
The many ground mounted HVAC condenser units positioned around the perimeter of the building and the 
high contrast conduit used to run lines from those units into the building all detract from the building’s 
overall appearance.  These units should be better concealed and less visually obtrusive routes for the 
surface mounted lines found.  This might involve constructing well ventilated vaults or designated 
landscape areas or simply painting the units so they contrast less with the dark stone.  Surface mounted 
lines may be better located in chases inside the building with more direct access into the building at a lower 
elevation. 

 

ART GLASS AT ROTUNDA 
Decorative art glass in the rotunda ceiling is hazy and should be inspected by 
a stain glass conservator for general cleaning and any necessary repairs to 
glass and framing made to preserve and maintain this important element in 
the building in good condition.   

HISTORIC DRAWINGS 
Several rolls of historic drawings and recent drawings were made available 
and you mentioned there were many more available.  These drawings are a 
valuable tool to have on hand. However, the originals should not be in general use.  The original drawings 
should be restored by a knowledgeable paper conservator, then scanned and properly stored in the correct 
protective containers.  Only scans or reproductions of the drawing scans should be used for reference on a 
general basis. 

FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT GRANT PROGRAMS 
The most direct way to discover available grants through the state is to contact the Grants Administrator to 
discuss the building and your specific goals once established.  Contact Kristen Vander Molen, Grants 
Manager, State Historical Society of Iowa, 515-281-4228.  Also to discuss any available Certified Local 
Government Grants available through the State of Iowa contact Paula Mohr, State Historical Society of 
Iowa 55-15-281-6826. 

Consider contacting the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  They have a great deal of interest in 
saving historic buildings see http://www.preservationnation.org/ or specifically for available grants you 
may e-mail grants@nthp.org  or phone 202-588-6277.  Grants through the National Trust are generally for 
planning purposes and may be an ideal way to help you establish and fund preparation of a clear set of 
project goals which go beyond this basic report. 

STANDARDS 
The “Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties” provides pertinent 
direction for building treatments.  The guidelines for rehabilitating historic buildings found within those 
standards are used as a basis for suggested remedial work in this Report (Attachment 1).  The National Park 
Service publishes a series of useful Preservation Briefs (Attachment 2) that provide detailed discussion of 
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appropriate treatments for historic buildings and materials.  Recommendations of the Preservation Briefs 
are used as a basis for formulating strategies and approaches to implementing remedial work of this 
project.  

PROTECTING ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC POTENTIAL 
There may be archeological potential associated with this site and so any ground disturbing work should 
proceed cautiously so the maximum benefit may be reaped from any such discovery.  You should discuss 
this with crews working at the site so they are aware of your interest and special instructions regarding this.   

It is also a good idea to share the historic significance of the property with workmen, perhaps during an 
initial meeting at the site, so they are aware of the property’s value to you and the community.  This helps 
them appreciate and understand their role in preserving the resource.   

GENERAL GUIDANCE 
Many firms have worked on historic buildings and will gladly tell you of their success.  Do not be hesitant to 
educate yourself and probe deeper into their experience.  Often people claiming extensive experience with 
the rehabilitation of historic buildings are not familiar with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards or do 
not adequately understand them.  Extensive experience on old buildings does not necessarily equate to an 
understanding of appropriate treatments. 

Preference should be given to repairing deteriorated historic fabric over replacement whenever that is 
feasible.  Workmen should be cautioned to protect significant historic features and held responsible to 
provide satisfactory repair if damage occurs. 

I hope this information is helpful in your effort to maintain this important building in your community.  
Please keep in mind this report is limited in scope and is not intended as a full assessment of the building or 
its structural or mechanical condition.  Please do not hesitate to call if you need additional assistance, I 
would be pleased to help in any way that I am able. Thank you again for the opportunity to be a part of this 
important effort.  I would welcome the opportunity for further involvement in this exciting project. 

Sincerely, 

 

Douglas J. Steinmetz, AIA 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ARCHITECT 
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA – TECHNICAL ADVISORY NETWORK 
 

Attachments:  1. Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
  2. National Park Service’s list of available Preservation Briefs. 
  3. Historic versus Recent Photograph. 



The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation 

 Attachment 1 (Page 1 of 1) 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation are ten basic principles created to help 
preserve the distinctive character of a historic building and its site, while allowing for reasonable change to 
meet new needs. 

The Standards (36 CFR Part 67) apply to historic buildings of all periods, styles, types, materials, and sizes. 
They apply to both the exterior and the interior of historic buildings. The Standards also encompass related 
landscape features and the building's site and environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new 
construction.  

The Standards are applied to projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and 
technical feasibility. 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change 
to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.  

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials 
or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.  

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a 
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements 
from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.  

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right shall be retained and preserved.  

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a historic property shall be preserved.  

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.  Replacement of 
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.  

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not 
be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest 
means possible.  

8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.  

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible 
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property 
and its environment.  

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if 
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 
would be unimpaired.  



NATIONAL PARK SERVICE PRESERVATION BRIEFS 

Attachment 2 (Page 1 of 1) 

Hard copies of the Preservation Briefs may be purchased from the Government Printing Office or 
viewed on line at http://www.nps.gov/histoy/hps/tps/briefs/presbhom.htm. 

 

1. The Cleaning and Waterproof Coating of 
Masonry Buildings 

2. Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick 
Buildings 

3. Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings 
4. Roofing for Historic Buildings 
5. Preservation of Historic Adobe Buildings 
6. Dangers of Abrasive Cleaning to Historic 

Buildings 
7. The Preservation of Historic Glazed 

Architectural Terra-Cotta 
8. Aluminum and Vinyl Siding on Historic 

Woodwork 
9. The Repair of Historic Wooden Windows 
10. Exterior Paint Problems on Historic 

Woodwork 
11. Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts 
12. The Preservation of Historic Pigmented 

Structural Glass 
13. The Repair and Thermal Upgrading of 

Historic Steel Windows 
14. New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings: 

Preservation Concerns 
15. Preservation of Historic Concrete: Problems 

and General Approaches 
16. The Use of Substitute Materials on Historic 

Building Exteriors 
17. Architectural Character: Identifying the 

Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid 
to Preserving Their Character 

18. Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: 
Identifying Character-Defining Elements 

19. The Repair and Replacement of Historic 
Wooden Shingle Roofs 

20. The Preservation of Historic Barns 
21. Repairing Historic Flat Plaster – Walls and 

Ceilings 
22. The Preservation and Repair of Historic 

Stucco 
23. Preserving Historic Ornamental Plaster 

 
24. Heating, Ventilating, & Cooling Historic 

Buildings: Problems & Recommended 
Approaches 

25. The Preservation of Historic Signs 
26. The Preservation and Repair of Historic Log 

Buildings 
27. The Maintenance & Repair of Architectural 

Cast Iron 
28. Painting Historic Interiors 
29. The Repair, Replacement, and Maintenance 

of Historic Slate Roofs 
30. The Preservation and Repair of Historic Clay 

Tile Roofs 
31. Mothballing Historic Buildings 
32. Making Historic Properties Accessible 
33. The Preservation and Repair of Historic 

Stained and Leaded Glass 
34. Applied Decoration for Historic Interiors: 

Preserving Composition Ornament 
35. Understanding Old Buildings 
36. Protecting Cultural Landscapes 
37. Appropriate Methods for Reducing Lead-

Paint Hazards in Historic Housing 
38. Removing Graffiti from Historic Masonry 
39. Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted 

Moisture in Historic Buildings 
40. Preserving Historic Ceramic Tile Floors 
41. The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings: 

Keeping Preservation in the Forefront 
42. The Maintenance, Repair and Replacement 

of Historic Cast Stone 
43. The Preparation and Use of Historic 

Structures Reports 
44. The Use of Awnings on Historic Buildings: 

Repair, Replacement and New Design 
45. Preserving Historic Wooden Porches 
46. The Preservation and Reuse of Historic Gas 

Stations 
47. Maintaining the Exterior of Small and 

Medium Size Historic Buildings



HISTORIC VERSUS RECENT PHOTO 
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HISTORIC PHOTO ca 1904 

RECENT PHOTO 5/2015 
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March 7, 2017 

Winneshiek County Board of Supervisors 
C/O Mr. Dean Thompson, Supervisor 
201 W. Main Street 
Decorah, IA  52101 

RE:  Winneshiek County Courthouse 
 Courtroom Ceiling and Roof 
 201 W. Main Street 
 Decorah, IA 52101 
 Project:  686-17 

Dear Supervisors, 

Thank you for the time spent with me on 13 February 2017 during my site visit.  I am 
pleased to hear of the efforts being considered to improve and maintain this important 
National Register listed resource.  I hope my comments at our meeting and the information 
in this report will be helpful towards that goal. 

Please remember the scope of this report is targeted towards items you expressed concern 
over and is not intended to describe in any detail work related to those items or other 
rehabilitation or ongoing facility maintenance work that may be noted in the report.  Your 
current objective in light of roof leaks you recently experienced is to begin evaluation of 
the roof system and understand if the ornate plaster ceiling of the main second floor is 
repairable. 

Construction at this building should not adversely impact its historic character nor should it 
require significant changes to or loss of historic features or materials considered to be 
character defining elements.  Appropriate and regular maintenance will serve you well as 
you work towards the goal of continuing a good standard of care commensurate with the 
building’s use as a community resource while protecting its historic character.
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East Façade, Kinney & Detweiler Architects, (ca 1903) 

Specific architectural design and engineering is beyond the scope of this report.  This 
report does not provide specifications or sufficiently detailed descriptions of work to 
secure proposals or to complete the work of a project.  Suggestions made should be 
further verified by more complete observations, analysis, and where appropriate 
professional guidance before implementation; this is a preliminary overview only. 
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TEXT IN THE BOXED AREA CLOSELY FOLLOWS THE JUNE 2015 TECHNICAL ADVISORY NETWORK REPORT GRANT T00-724 RECOMMENDATION 

TO CREATE A MASTER PLAN AND IS REPEATED HERE AS IT REMAINS A STRONG RECOMMENDATION FOR A PATH FORWARD. 
GENERAL PLANNING  
In my opinion documenting plans for long term care and maintenance is an often overlooked but valuable 
tool.  Planning should be identified as a high priority task, especially in stewardship situations where 
individual’s involvement and roles change with time.  A written plan may help maintain focus on tasks that 
span changes in leadership personnel.  Planning serves as a tool to help ensure a resource’s longevity by 
providing focus to tasks and coordinating available resources with needs.  Planning for immediate and future 
concerns generally fall into one of two critical paths forward; BUILDING STABILIZATION or BUILDING REHABILITATION 
which when combined yield a Master Plan for rehabilitation. 

BUILDING STABILIZATION 
 Deals primarily with high priority tasks such as correcting safety concerns, protecting the structure 

from moisture damage and implementing necessary maintenance work needed to address concerns 
that may cause or accelerate deterioration if ignored.  This work is often completed in the earliest 
phases of multi-phased projects. 

BUILDING REHABILITATION 
 Deals primarily with tasks to develop and implement plans created to address needed repairs and 

improvements in response to changes in building codes and contemplated alterations to accommodate 
changes in building usage all while maintaining sensitivity to the building’s historic character.  
Additionally, work of this phase often presents opportunities to correct previous alterations that may 
have had an adverse impact on the building’s historic character. This is often presented as a multiple 
phase scenario to allow for distribution of costs over an extended period. 

Because each of these two pathways has great potential to impact the building’s historic character they each 
need to be completed with great care and with specific attention to protecting surviving (known and 
discovered) historic fabric.  The overall success of the project depends on development of a coordinated 
project plan (Master Plan) that includes at a minimum, both of these project elements.  Although typically 
implemented early in the project building stabilization actions should be tempered and guided by goals 
consistent with the longer-term vision for the building’s rehabilitation.  Such overarching guidance is found 
in Attachment 1 “The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation” (STANDARDS) and the 
recommendation made in this report to develop a Master Plan for the building’s rehabilitation early in the 
project’s timeline. To assist you with strategies for development of a Master Plan, the report is presented in 
two sections; Building Stabilization and Building Rehabilitation. 

PROJECT PLANNING - DEVELOPING A MASTER PLAN 
GENERAL 
Building stabilization and rehabilitation work must be coordinated as the details of each project component 
evolve. The overall success of building stewardship depends on development of a coordinated project plan 
(Master Plan) that includes at a minimum, both of these pieces of the project.  Work completed prior to 
understanding the scope of the entire project (whether it is for STABILIZATION OR REHABILITATION) may be a 
wasted or inefficient effort if it must be undone to accomplish subsequent work.  This suggests that, unless 
a given work item is determined to be of critical importance to life/safety and or preservation of building 
fabric, implementation should wait until the full planning process is complete and the entire scope of the 
project is identified and sufficiently understood.  This in turn leads to a suggestion that project planning be 
completed as soon as practical in tandem with a stabilization plan. 

Development of a set of well documented and published long range and short range goals for the proposed 
use and for rehabilitation of the building and site will help with fiscal planning and may position you and your 
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financing partners to react quickly when funding sources are available or specific development opportunities 
arise.  A Master Plan that outlines and illustrates the types of repair and alteration work you hope to 
accomplish, including probable construction costs may be a useful tool for seeking donations, grants and 
other funding as well as providing a road map for you to follow over time. This is an important beginning step 
in a process of refinement that continues through the life of a building. 

BUILDING EVALUATION AND STABILIZATION  
This step involves preparation of a Condition Report or similar document which identifies and prioritizes 
concerns related to the basic building as it now stands.  Depending on your goals this level of report may 
represent the entire report or just a portion of a broader scope report. 

BUILDING EVALUATION 
This step establishes a baseline for the building and proposes remedial actions associated with a basic project 
to protect the building from further deterioration and generally includes: 

• Establish your vision for the building 

• Identify your professional consultant team 

• Measured drawings, based on field measurements 

• Identification of the building’s character defining features and materials to ensure protection 
through the stabilization/rehabilitation process 

• Architectural, structural, mechanical and electrical observations and prioritized suggestions for 
remedial work 

• Research into completed studies 

• Research maintenance history and work completed where pertinent 

• Opinions of probable construction costs for remedial work 

BUILDING REHABILITATION 
This effort defines the project’s rehabilitation goals and strategies for implementation through development 
of a written program statement and schematic drawings showing proposed architectural, structural, 
mechanical and electrical alterations for the entire project and should include: 

• Identification of appropriate treatments for the building’s character defining features and materials 
to ensure protection of the building’s overall historic character 

• Written description of how the building and site will be used including any special requirements for 
the project 

• Design study drawings showing how proposed uses may fit into the building/site (or if not a fit, 
then what compromise is necessary) 

• Analysis of applicable codes 

• Outline specification for proposed work, and  

• Opinions of probable construction costs 

Frequently work must be phased to match available finances with construction and other costs.  While this 
is not the most cost effective approach, often it is the only option when resources are limited.  Care should 
be taken when planning phased projects to be certain “new work” is not going to be lost when the next 
project is started.  A Master Plan may help with that type of project coordination. 

The products of the Building Stabilization Planning and Building Rehabilitation Planning processes combine 
to form the project’s Master Plan.  Based on these documents strategies for implementing the project are 
defined and implemented.  This is a process of continuous refinement throughout the life of the building 
which should be periodically updated and refined to meet changing circumstances.
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SITE OBSERVATIONS AND GENERAL COMMENTS 
Following are my notes and recollections of our discussions at the site. 

MAIN COURTROOM CEILING 
Interest remains strong for the idea of restoring the original ornate plaster ceilings now concealed from 
view by a suspended acoustic tile ceiling in the Main Courtroom.  This was also discussed in the June 3, 
2015 report and is expanded here to include observations of damage resulting from the recent roof leak.  

Recent roof leaks raise the concern that the plaster damage may now be too severe to consider 
restoration of the plasterwork.  After looking at the recent damage I do not find that to be the case and 
suggest further investigation and planning for restoration of the ceiling plaster.  However, I do not think it 
is prudent to move forward with actual plaster repairs or other serious expenditures on finishes in the 
Main Courtroom until needs of the roof and its drainage system are met.  That is not to say you could not 
begin planning in earnest by gathering necessary background documentation on the scope of needed 
repairs, paint color analysis, matching the plaster formulation and a myriad of other related factors 
needed to ensure a successful project. 

   
 

The most extensive damage appears to be localized and generally limited to the SE corner of the room.  A 
decorative pilaster capitol was damaged when it fell from the wall and other ornate elements above the 
ceiling in this general area are visibly deteriorated.  These appear to be relatively few in number and are 
reproducible/repairable.  Areas of damaged flat plaster are easily repaired. 

It was noted that one of the decorative window hoods southernmost 
opening on the east wall is beginning to pull away from the wall.  This 
should be immediately addressed to ensure it is secured to the wall.  
Corrective work should not be visible and must be well anchored to 
sound substrate material 
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MAIN ROOF 
GENERAL FINDING 

It appears you discovered and stopped the current roof leak which caused noteworthy damage in the 
Main Courtroom.  Upon observation of the current roof condition and looking at drawings you provided 
showing original roof construction details and subsequent modifications it is my opinion that you should 
begin planning to replace the current circa 1985 (date provided by county based on their ongoing 
research of records) asphalt shingle and rubber gutter liner systems in the not too distant future. 

   
 

HISTORIC BACKGROUND 
Drawings and physical evidence show that original roof lines were modified circa 1957.  The changes, 
shown side by side in the image below, simplified the overall roof geometry, eliminated highly 
concentrated storm drainage pathways and a myriad of valley details and greatly reducing the overall 
area of low slope roofing.  I suspect these elements of the original roof system may have become 
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problematic roof areas leading to the dramatic changes.  I also note on the 1903 roof plans that dormer 
windows are shown.  I did not notice evidence of these elements in the attic; however, this would be 
interesting to discover for recordation purposes.  

The original (1903) roof system is shown to be slate with simple but decorative iron (cresting) tracing out 
the ridges and hips.  These would have been the most visible roof areas.  The low slope areas are called 
out as “tinned”, perhaps a flat seam metal system.  The specific metal is not described on the drawing. 

The 1957 modifications (extant roof configuration) provided a new overlay structural framing system to 
accommodate the changes described above.  These framing changes, the use of asphalt shingles in lieu of 
slate and omission of the decorative metal cresting made significant visual changes to the building’s 
roofline appearance.  To date your research has not provided documentation for the reasons behind 
these changes.  One can only imagine for now and given the extent of the changes they were made to 
address persistent roof problems. 

EXISTING CONDITIONS 
Existing asphalt shingles show signs of significant wear with curled edges, loss of granular surface and 
erosion in valley areas exposed to the greatest flow of water.  It is difficult to estimate the remaining 
service life of a roof.  It is possible you may get several more seasons with regular maintenance.  I suspect 
those years may bring with them occasional leaks and associated interior damage.  While the built-in 
rubber lined gutters appear serviceable and likely have more years of service life remaining than does the 
general field of the roof I do not advise replacing the field of the roof without also replacing the gutter 
liner system to ensure well-coordinated detailing and construction at the critical juncture of the roof 
system to the gutter system.  This intersection of building systems is not easily reworked if for example 
the gutter work is delayed for a future project. 

The following images show construction drawings for the current overlay roof framing system and 
photographs taken in the attic showing existing conditions. 

 
 

   
 

This interstitial space is of concern to me as it can be a place for fire to spread.  I suggest you consider a 
risk evaluation of this and address it accordingly. 
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Access to the main roof areas is problematic; making observation, performing maintenance and repair 
work is difficult and more dangerous as a result.  Consider adding a roof access hatch, accessible from 
this attic space and positioned in the field of the roof so it is not visible from grade level vantage points.  
With this hatch in place you should eliminate the aluminum extension ladder currently providing access 
from the lantern down to the main roof – a long and often windy climb! 

You have options for roof materials used in a replacement system.  Areas of the roof that are not visible 
are not limited by aesthetics.  Longevity and durability should be the guiding factor in these areas as they 
are typically the areas of highest moisture concentration in liquid, snow and ice.  The current roof 
geometry and detailing has acquired its own historic significance.  While it may be appealing to consider 
restoring the original roof lines and details that is not a requirement of good rehabilitation practice and 
may actually not be appropriate given the acquired significance of the existing modified roof system. 

To help guard against damage due to a failed internal roof drain the new roof system should be detailed 
with a sure alternative for drainage such as overflow scuppers serving each distinct gutter area.  Consider 
multiple such overflows as added insurance. 

FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT GRANT PROGRAMS 
The most direct way to discover available grants through the state is to contact the Grants Administrator 
to discuss the building and your specific goals once they are established.  Contact Kristen Vander Molen, 
Grants Manager, State Historical Society of Iowa, 515-281-4228.   

Consider contacting the National Trust for Historic Preservation.  They have a great deal of interest in 
saving historic buildings see http://www.preservationnation.org/ or specifically for available grants you 
may e-mail grants@nthp.org  or phone 202-588-6277.  Grants through the National Trust are generally 
for planning purposes and may be an ideal way to help you establish and fund preparation of a clear set 
of project goals which go beyond this basic report.  They have special grant opportunities to assist with 
costs of preparation of Historic Structure Reports. 

STANDARDS 
The “Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties” provides pertinent 
direction for building treatments.  The guidelines for rehabilitating historic buildings found within those 
standards are used as a basis for suggested remedial work in this Report (Attachment 1).  The National 
Park Service publishes a series of useful Preservation Briefs (Attachment 2) that provide detailed 
discussion of appropriate treatments for historic buildings and materials.  Recommendations of the 
Preservation Briefs are used as a basis for formulating strategies and approaches to implementing 
remedial work of this project.  

PROTECTING ARCHEOLOGICAL AND HISTORIC POTENTIAL 
There may be archeological potential associated with this site and so any work that may uncover artifacts 
or links to historic details should proceed cautiously so the maximum benefit may be reaped from any 
such discovery.  You should discuss this with crews working at the site so they are aware of your interest 
and special instructions regarding this.   

It is also a good idea to share the historic significance of the property with workmen, perhaps during an 
initial meeting at the site, so they are aware of the property’s value to you and the community.  This 
helps them appreciate and understand their role in preserving the resource.   

GENERAL GUIDANCE 
Many firms have worked on historic buildings and will gladly tell you of their success.  Do not be hesitant 

http://www.preservationnation.org/
mailto:grants@nthp.org
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to educate yourself and probe deeper into their experience.  Often people claiming extensive experience 
with the rehabilitation of historic buildings are not familiar with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards 
or do not adequately understand them.  Extensive experience on old buildings does not necessarily 
equate to an understanding of appropriate treatments. 

Preference should be given to repairing deteriorated historic fabric over replacement whenever that is 
feasible.  Workmen should be cautioned to protect significant historic features and held responsible to 
provide satisfactory repair if damage occurs. 

In conclusion it appears that a carefully planned and professionally guided rehabilitation project should 
be incorporated into the overall plan for rehabilitating this important historic resource.  To that end, it 
seems appropriate to take immediate action to move forward with organizing and planning the 
rehabilitation project.  A focused task such as this is an ideal scope of work for preservation grants 
available through the State.  The majority of grants and similar incentives directed towards preservation 
of historic resources require listing or at a minimum a determination by the State Historical Society that 
the building is eligible for listing on the National Register.  Access to grants and other financial incentives 
such as these is a good reason to implement work which does not adversely impact the building’s current 
listing on the National Register of Historic Places by ensuring all work conforms to the STANDARDS 
described in Attachment 1.   

I hope this information is helpful in your effort to maintain this important building in your community.  
Please keep in mind this report is limited in scope and is not intended as a full assessment of the building 
or its structural or mechanical condition.  Please do not hesitate to call if you need additional assistance, I 
would be pleased to help in any way that I am able. Thank you again for the opportunity to be a part of 
this important effort.  I would welcome the opportunity for further involvement in this exciting project. 

Sincerely, 

 

Douglas J. Steinmetz, AIA 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ARCHITECT 
STATE HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF IOWA – TECHNICAL ADVISORY NETWORK 
 

Attachments:  1. Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. 
  2. National Park Service’s list of available Preservation Briefs. 
 

 



The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation 

 

 Attachment 1 (Page 1 of 1) 

The Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation are ten basic principles created to help 
preserve the distinctive character of a historic building and its site, while allowing for reasonable change to 
meet new needs. 

The Standards (36 CFR Part 67) apply to historic buildings of all periods, styles, types, materials, and sizes. 
They apply to both the exterior and the interior of historic buildings. The Standards also encompass related 
landscape features and the building's site and environment as well as attached, adjacent, or related new 
construction.  

The Standards are applied to projects in a reasonable manner, taking into consideration economic and 
technical feasibility. 

1. A property shall be used for its historic purpose or be placed in a new use that requires minimal change 
to the defining characteristics of the building and its site and environment.  

2. The historic character of a property shall be retained and preserved. The removal of historic materials 
or alteration of features and spaces that characterize a property shall be avoided.  

3. Each property shall be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create a 
false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or architectural elements 
from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.  

4. Most properties change over time; those changes that have acquired historic significance in their own 
right shall be retained and preserved.  

5. Distinctive features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that 
characterize a historic property shall be preserved.  

6. Deteriorated historic features shall be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of 
deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature shall match the old in 
design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.  Replacement of 
missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence.  

7. Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not 
be used. The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest 
means possible.  

8. Significant archeological resources affected by a project shall be protected and preserved. If such 
resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures shall be undertaken.  

9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that 
characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible 
with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to protect the historic integrity of the property 
and its environment.  

10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if 
removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment 
would be unimpaired.  



NATIONAL PARK SERVICE PRESERVATION BRIEFS 

 

Attachment 2 (Page 1 of 1) 

Hard copies of the Preservation Briefs may be purchased from the Government Printing Office or 
viewed on line at http://www.nps.gov/histoy/hps/tps/briefs/presbhom.htm. 

 

1. The Cleaning and Waterproof Coating of 
Masonry Buildings 

2. Repointing Mortar Joints in Historic Brick 
Buildings 

3. Conserving Energy in Historic Buildings 
4. Roofing for Historic Buildings 
5. Preservation of Historic Adobe Buildings 
6. Dangers of Abrasive Cleaning to Historic 

Buildings 
7. The Preservation of Historic Glazed 

Architectural Terra-Cotta 
8. Aluminum and Vinyl Siding on Historic 

Woodwork 
9. The Repair of Historic Wooden Windows 
10. Exterior Paint Problems on Historic 

Woodwork 
11. Rehabilitating Historic Storefronts 
12. The Preservation of Historic Pigmented 

Structural Glass 
13. The Repair and Thermal Upgrading of 

Historic Steel Windows 
14. New Exterior Additions to Historic Buildings: 

Preservation Concerns 
15. Preservation of Historic Concrete: Problems 

and General Approaches 
16. The Use of Substitute Materials on Historic 

Building Exteriors 
17. Architectural Character: Identifying the 

Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid 
to Preserving Their Character 

18. Rehabilitating Interiors in Historic Buildings: 
Identifying Character-Defining Elements 

19. The Repair and Replacement of Historic 
Wooden Shingle Roofs 

20. The Preservation of Historic Barns 
21. Repairing Historic Flat Plaster – Walls and 

Ceilings 
22. The Preservation and Repair of Historic 

Stucco 
23. Preserving Historic Ornamental Plaster 

 
24. Heating, Ventilating, & Cooling Historic 

Buildings: Problems & Recommended 
Approaches 

25. The Preservation of Historic Signs 
26. The Preservation and Repair of Historic Log 

Buildings 
27. The Maintenance & Repair of Architectural 

Cast Iron 
28. Painting Historic Interiors 
29. The Repair, Replacement, and Maintenance 

of Historic Slate Roofs 
30. The Preservation and Repair of Historic Clay 

Tile Roofs 
31. Mothballing Historic Buildings 
32. Making Historic Properties Accessible 
33. The Preservation and Repair of Historic 

Stained and Leaded Glass 
34. Applied Decoration for Historic Interiors: 

Preserving Composition Ornament 
35. Understanding Old Buildings 
36. Protecting Cultural Landscapes 
37. Appropriate Methods for Reducing Lead-

Paint Hazards in Historic Housing 
38. Removing Graffiti from Historic Masonry 
39. Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted 

Moisture in Historic Buildings 
40. Preserving Historic Ceramic Tile Floors 
41. The Seismic Retrofit of Historic Buildings: 

Keeping Preservation in the Forefront 
42. The Maintenance, Repair and Replacement 

of Historic Cast Stone 
43. The Preparation and Use of Historic 

Structures Reports 
44. The Use of Awnings on Historic Buildings: 

Repair, Replacement and New Design 
45. Preserving Historic Wooden Porches 
46. The Preservation and Reuse of Historic Gas 

Stations 
47. Maintaining the Exterior of Small and 

Medium Size Historic Buildings

http://www.nps.gov/histoy/hps/tps/briefs/presbhom.htm
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8.0 REHABILITATION INCENTIVES 

 

The following is a list of potential grant and tax credit opportunities that you may desire to pursue. It is not 
intended to be an exhaustive list of all possible opportunities. The incentives listed below are ones that we 
believe you may be a good fit for, but does not guarantee that you will be eligible for or awarded a specific 
incentive. All of these programs require that any work done complies with the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Standards for Rehabilitation. Because the County is a public entity, they are not eligible for state or federal 
historic tax credits. 

While we (MGA) do not do any of the grant applications, we have a list of reputable grant writers who are well 
versed in these programs. Because the application procedures for these programs can be relatively complicated, 
it is recommended to hire a grant writer with specific experience in them and research all requirements of each 
specific incentive program. 

 

STATE GRANTS 
Historical Resource Development Program (HRDP) Grant 
Incentive Value: Up to $50,000 
Program is very competitive and can be used for ‘brick and mortar’ projects. Project must have substantial public 
benefit and impact. Requires matching funds of varying amounts depending on applicant type. Applications are 
typically due around the end of April. 
https://iowaculture.gov/about-us/about/grants/historical-resource-development-program  
 
Certified Local Government Grant 
Incentive Value: Varies 
Program is for planning purposes such as National Register nominations, surveys, education projects and 
planning projects. Applications are typically due in the summer, check website for details. 
https://iowaculture.gov/about-us/about/grants/certified-local-government-grant-program  

 

NATIONAL GRANTS 
Most grants funded through the National Trust for Historic Preservation are, similar to the CLG grant, for 
planning or education purposes only. More information can be found here: 
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/preservation-funds  

All National Trust grants require the applicant to be Organizational Level Forum members or Main Street 
America members. Information on how to become a member can be found here: 
https://forum.savingplaces.org/join  

The National Trust does have some grant programs that can be used for ‘brick and mortar’ projects. A couple 
are listed below: 

https://iowaculture.gov/about-us/about/grants/historical-resource-development-program
https://iowaculture.gov/about-us/about/grants/certified-local-government-grant-program
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/preservation-funds
https://forum.savingplaces.org/join
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The Cynthia Woods Mitchell Fund for Historic Interiors 
Incentive Value: Up to $15,000 
The selection process is very competitive. The purpose of the fund is to assist in the preservation, restoration, and 
interpretation of historic interiors. Grant funding must be matched dollar-for-dollar by the applicant. Applications 
are typically due March 1st. 
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/specialprograms/cynthia-woods-mitchell-fund  
 

Johanna Favrot Fund for Historic Preservation 
Incentive Value: Up to $15,000 
The selection process is very competitive. The fund aims to save historic environments in order to foster an 
appreciation of our nation’s diverse cultural heritage and to preserve and revitalize the livability of the nation’s 
communities. Grant funding must be matched dollar-for-dollar by the applicant. Applications are typically due 
March 1st. 
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/specialprograms/favrot-fund  
 

 

https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/specialprograms/cynthia-woods-mitchell-fund
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/specialprograms/favrot-fund
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